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Sustaining the Seas 2017
-----------------------------------------The Sustainable Fish Lab is pleased to host the inaugural Sustaining the Seas
conference. The convenors have sought to bring together academics of many disciplines, fishers, Indigenous custodians, activists, artists and writers to consider
over three days the challenges of how to care better for the oceans, and morethan-human marine ecological systems.
The response to our call for papers has resulted in a diverse and exciting program. The speakers come from many countries and their marine research examines many geo-political areas around the world.
Conference Sponsors
-----------------------------------------The Sustainable Fish Lab is funded by an Australian Research Council Discovery
Project grant (Probyn) and it is housed in the Department of Gender and Cultural
Studies, School of Philosophical and Historical Inquiry (SOPHI), The University of
Sydney.
With support from the Sydney Environment Institution (SEI) and School of Philosophical and Historical Inquiry (SOPHI).
Conference Convenors
-----------------------------------------Professor Elspeth Probyn
Dr Kate Johnston
Internet Access
-----------------------------------------The conference has arranged temporary wireless access through the university’s
servers. Please note that access within buildings is uneven across the campus.
Username: sustseas17
Password: 06622102

Local Information
-----------------------------------------Your conference pack includes a map of the campus. You may also find the “University of Sydney” and “Lost on Campus” apps useful for directions and making
your way around the university (available in Apple and Android formats). The conference website includes links to the websites of the City of Sydney, Destination
NSW, Timeout (restaurants and entertainment), Broadsheet (shopping, entertainment, cafes).
Groceries and Other Necessities
-----------------------------------------The campus is close to the King St, Newtown, shopping precinct, which includes
banks, chemists (pharmacies), smaller supermarkets, and many restaurants, pubs
and bars. It is also close to the large Broadway shopping centre (mall), which
also includes banks and chemists, and additionally a post office, a food court, and
multiple supermarkets and other large retailers including those which sell computer and electrical supplies and stationery. Broadway is on the corner of Bay St
and Broadway and can be seen on the website map (under Venue). The Newtown
shopping district can be found by walking along City Rd.
Other Questions
-----------------------------------------Staff and volunteers working at the registration and information desk are happy
to answer your questions. The desk will be operating in the New Law Building
outside Lecture Theatre 101 every morning of the conference.
You will also be able to identify volunteers throughout the conference by their
blue name tags – feel free to ask them questions at any time.
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Venues
-----------------------------------------The conference will be held in the New Law School at the University of Sydney
(see map and details of how to get there below). All keynotes and plenary sessions
will be held in the Lecture Theatre 101 (NLS LT 101). Parallel sessions will be held
in Lecture Theatre 106 (NLS LT 106), Lecture Theatre 104 (NLS LT 104) or Seminar
107 (NLS SEM 107). Film viewing stations will be set up in NLS SEM 107 showing
video work submitted to the conference. Artwork will be on display in the foyer
outside of NLS LT 101.
The path to the New Law School runs off Eastern Avenue. Conference rooms are
down the stairs from main entrance.
By train
Catch a train to Redfern train station, and then turn left out of the station and take
a 10-minute walk to the main campus.
By bus from the City
For stops on Parramatta Road (closest to the Quadrangle) catch routes 412, 413,
435, 436, 437, 438, 440, 461, 480 from George Street or Railway Square.
For stops on City Road (closest to Darlington Campus) catch routes 422, 423, 426,
428 from Castlereagh Street or Railway Square.
By bus - cross routes
Route 370 runs between Coogee and Leichhardt. Alight on City Rd for Sydney
University.
Route 352 runs between Bondi Junction and Marrickville. Alight on City Rd for
Sydney University.
An Opal card must be purchased to travel on Sydney buses, trains and ferries. Opal
cards can be purchased for $10 from most convenience stores or newsagents.
Please visit https://www.opal.com.au/

FILMS
The following films can be viewed in NLS SEM 107 during conference breaks
and parallel sessions. Please see abstract section for details.
Catching...the harbour
Ms Robyn Backen (Artist/ Lecturer Sydney College of the Arts)
Clyde Reflections
Dr Ruth Brennan (Centre for Environmental Humanities, School of Histories and
Humanities Trinity College) and Mr Stephen Hurrel (Artist)
Pacific Aquarium
Rania Ghosn (Assistant Professor, School of Architecture and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology/ founder of Earth Design) and El Hadi Jazairy
(founder of Earth Design)
Praise Song for Oceania
Dr Craig Santos Perez (Department of English, University of Hawaii)
Subatlantic
Ms Ursula Biemann (Artist, writer, and video essayist)
Submerge: the Coming Community
Ms Carolyn Lewens (Artist and freelance curator)
ARTWORK
Artwork will be displayed outside NLS LT 101. Please see abstract section for
details.
FIELDTRIPS
The conference includes a variety of field trips which explore Sydney’s marine
food and ecological systems, including a harbour tour on board the Indigenous
enterprise, the Tribal Warrior.
The Tribal Warrior cruise will be an opportunity to socialise with fellow conference participants and experience Sydney Harbour at sunset. We will see several
sites of significance to the Gadigal people or the Eora nation, learn about fishing
techniques and watercraft, and eat a variety of Indigenous foods.
Please see the end of the program for field trip descriptions and details.

DAY 1: Monday 11th December
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New Law School, The University of Sydney

3.20-4.50

Parallel Session 2 (see below)

8.00-9.00

Registrations (outside NLS LT 101)

5.00-6.30

9.00- 9.20

Welcome (NLS LT 101)
Prof Elspeth Probyn, Uncle Chicka Madden Welcome to Country, Prof Duncan Ivison DVC-Research, The University of Sydney

Sydney Ideas
CARING (BETTER) FOR THE SEAS
(New Law Foyer, Level 2, Sydney Law Scool)

9.20-10.50

Keynote Lecture 1 (NLS LT 101)
Scientia Prof Rosemary Rayfuse (UNSW Law, University New South Wales)
Out of Sight, Out of Mind: The challenge of regulating high seas fisheries
Prof Clive Schofield
(ANCORS, University of Wollongong)
Sustaining South China Sea Fisheries: A Multilateral
Imperative Amid Complex Maritime Disputes
Chair: Prof Elspeth Probyn

10.50-11.10

Morning Tea (outside NLS LT 101)

11.10-1.10

Parallel Session 1 (see below)

1.10- 1.50

Lunch (outside NLS LT 101)

1.50-3.20

Plenary 1 (NLS LT 101)
BUILDING SPECULATIVE COASTLINES
With Ms Gena Wirth (SCAPE studio, NY) and Dr
Adriana Vergés (Centre for Marine Bio-Innovation,
University New South Wales)

Panel: Dr Leah Lui-Chivizhe (Dep History, University of Sydney), Dr Clifton Evers (School of Arts and
Cultures, Newcastle University), Dr Cat Dorey
Chair: Prof Elspeth Probyn
6.30-8.00

Welcome Reception (Nicholson Museum)

> 11.10-1.10 DAY 1: PARALLEL SESSION ONE

NLS LT 106

NLS LT 104

NLS SEM 107

POLITICS OF SOUTHERN SEAS

MAKING THE MOST OF PARTICIPATORY PROCESSES
FOR SUSTAINABLE SEAS

THE ART OF THE MORE-THAN-HUMAN MARINE

The protection of small-scale fisheries in global policymaking through food sovereignty
Dr Alana Mann (Dep. of Media and Communications,
University of Sydney)
Thinking from the Southern Ocean
Dr Charne Lavery (Dep. of English, Language and
Literature, University of Cape Town)
Caring for the oceans: Tackling Illegal Unreported
and Unregulated (IUU) fishing in the Gulf of Guinea
Ms Victoria Mitchell (PhD Candidate, School of Law,
University of Greenwich)
Southern Hemisphere Blues
Dr Meg Samuelson (Dep. English and Creative Writing, University of Adelaide)

A panel organised by Prof Richard Le Heron (School
of Environment, University of Auckland).
Limits to and possibilities for effectiveness of 1st
generation participatory processes in New Zealand’s
multi-use marine spaces
(multi-authored paper see abstracts below for full
list)
Insider-Insider-outsider perspectives about the emergence of the Hauraki Gulf Sea Change marine spatial
plan participatory processes
Dr Erena Le Heron (School of Environment, University
of Auckland); Ms June Logie (School of Environment,
University of Auckland)
Enacting participatory processes learnings: an experiment with interdisciplinary engagement and knowledge
(multi-authored paper see abstracts below for full
list)
Is there a blue economy imaginary in Sea Change Tai
Timu Pai Pari processes?
Dr Nick Lewis (School of Environment, University
of Auckland); Dr Erena Le Heron, (School of Environment, University of Auckland); Dr Dan Hikuroa
(School of Environment, University of Auckland); Prof
Richard Le Heron (School of Environment, University
of Auckland)

I am Phytoplankton
Ms Kassandra Bossell (Artist/ MFA student UNSW Art
and Design, University of New South Wales)
Deep Breathing
Ms Janet Laurence (Artist)
Frank Hurley’s portentous encounter with corals
A/Prof Ann Elias (Dep Art History, University of Sydney)
An Internet of Water–methods for building networks
within More-than-human contexts
Ms Birgit Bachler (PhD Candidate, School of design,
Victoria University of Wellington)

> 3.20-4.50

DAY 1: PARALLEL SESSION TWO

NLS LT 106

NLS LT 104

NLS SEM 107

TRIBUTARIES, NODES AND NETWORKS

SITUATED KNOWLEDGE AND THE SEA

NO PARALLEL SESSION

Organised by Birgit Bachler (Artist, PhD candidate Victoria University of Wellington & Lecturer
Massey University of Wellington) with panelists:
Ms Vicki Smith (Artist), Ms Jo Tito, Ms Sophie Jerramb (co-director, Letting Space PhD candidate)
Victoria University of Wellington and Copenhagen University, Kedron Parker (Wellington based
public artist), Dr Leah Barclay (Sound artist,
composer and researcher)

Whose values and knowledge counts in marine
decision-making? Reflections from the Marlborough
Sounds in New Zealand
Dr Charlotte Šunde (Social Scientist, Cawthron Institute, NZ)

FILMS
The following films can be viewed in SEM 107 during
conference breaks and parallel sessions.

Stronger Together: The Cross-Cultural Coalition to
Stop a Fossil Fuel Export Terminal in the Salish Sea
Ms Margaret L. Allen (Education Policy Fellow at
NOAA’s Office of Education, Washington D.C.)

Catching...the harbour
Ms Robyn Backen (Artist/ Lecturer Sydney College of
the Arts)
Clyde Reflections
Dr Ruth Brennan (Centre for Environmental Humanities, School of Histories and Humanities Trinity
College) and Mr Stephen Hurrel (Artist)

Time to Talk about Women and the Ocean
Ms Farah Obaidullah (Ocean Advocate and Founder of
Pacific Aquarium
Women4Oceans, MA Environmental Technology)
Rania Ghosn (Assistant Professor, School of Architecture and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology/ founder of Earth Design) and El Hadi Jazairy
(founder of Earth Design)
Praise Song for Oceania
Dr Craig Santos Perez (Department of English, University of Hawaii)
Subatlantic
Ms Ursula Biemann (Artist, writer, and video essayist)
Submerge: the Coming Community
Ms Carolyn Lewens (Artist and freelance curator)

DAY 2: Tuesday 12th December
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New Law School, The University of Sydney

2.45-3.00

Short Break (cool drink) (outside NLS LT 101)

8.30-9.00

Registrations (outside NLS LT 101)

3.00- 4.30

Parellel Session 4 (see below)

9.00- 9.45

Keynote Lecture 2 ( NLS LT 101)

6.30-9.00

Tribal Warrior (booking essential)

A/Prof Lesley Green (School of Environmental
Humanities South, University of Cape Town)
Ocean Regime Shift
Chair: Dr Kate Johnston (Dep Gender and Cultural
Studies, University of Sydney)
9.45-10.00

Morning Tea (outside NLS LT 101)

10.00- 12.00

Parallel Session 3 (see below)

12.00- 12.45

Lunch (outside NLS LT 101)

12.45- 2.45

Plenary 2
CARING FOR SEA COUNTRY ( NLS LT 101)
Organised by Dr Leah Lui-Chivizhe (Dep. History,
University of Sydney) with panelists: Mr Charles
David, Traditional owner, Iama, (Senior Project
Officer (Fisheries), Torres Strait Regional Authority,
Thursday Island); Ms Chels Marshall, north coast
NSW (MA Marine Science & Management, PhD
candidate, College of Asia and The Pacific, Australian National University); Ms Flora Warrior, Traditional owner, Mabuiag, (BA, University of Queensland, MBA, James Cook University); Ms Chels
Marshall, north coast NSW (MA Marine Science &
Management, PhD candidate, College of Asia and
The Pacific, Australian National University).

> 10.00-12.00 DAY 2: PARALLEL SESSION THREE

NLS LT 106

NLS LT 104

NLS SEM 107

REPRESENTING THE SEA

FISH AS FOOD

AQUATIC AFFECT

BP Offers Swimming Lessons: Humor and Sea Level
Rise in Contemporary Literature and Media
A/Prof Teresa Shewry (English, University of California)

How fish becomes non-halal: Initial reflections on
traditional vs ‘modern’ catfish culture and consumption in contemporary Indonesia
MS Arum Budiastuti (PhD Candidate, University of
Sydney, Universitas Airlangga)

The Great White Stage: World Park Antarctica and the
“politics of caring” in The Greenpeace eco-theater on
The Ice
Prof Leslie Carol Roberts (California College of the
Arts)

Documentary, the Digital and the Temporal Imagination: Oceans and the Moving Image
A/Prof Belinda Smaill (Film and Screen Studies,
Monash University)

Oceania rising: An ontology of Blue
Late nights and live tanks: habitus and ritual at Gold- Ms Kim Satchell (PhD Candidate, Southern Cross
en Century
University)
Dr Nancy Lee (Sustainable Fish Lab)
“Who thinks like the dying sea?”
Sushi in the United States: raw Fish and the ConDr Erin Fitz-Henry (Anthropology and Development
Performing Nationalism in Canada’s Pacific Coastal
struction of Edibility
Studies, University of Melbourne)
Parks
Mr Jonas House (PhD Candidate, Department of GeEmma Morgan-Thorp (PhD Candidate, York University ography, University of Sheffield)
Niger Delta theatre and the temporality of the seaTheatre and Performance Studies)
weeds: Reflections on Ahmed Yerima’s Theatre
Mr Henry Obi Ajumeze (PhD Candidate, Centre for
Turning the Tide on Whaling: Print News Media and
Portuguese and British eaters and the enactment of
African Studies, University of Cape Town)
the Whaling Controversy in Australia 1975-80
fresh fish knowledge
Mr Harry Dillon (Journalism Lecturer, Charles Sturt
Dr Monica Truninger (Institute of Social Sciences, UniUniversity)
versity of Lisbon), Dr João Baptista (Institute of Social
Sciences, University of Lisbon); Dr Angela Meah (Department of Geography, The University of Sheffield);
Prof David Evans (Department of Geography, The University of Sheffield); Prof Peter Jackson (Department
of Geography, The University of Sheffield)

> 3.00 - 4.30

DAY 2: PARALLEL SESSION FOUR

NLS LT 106

NLS LT 104

NLS SEM 107

MANAGING MARINE RESOURCES

ETHICS OF ENCOUNTERS

NO PARALLEL SESSION

Understanding multi-scalar policy translation
through the images of national practitioners: a case
of Pacific islands coastal fisheries.
Dr Andrew M. Song (ARC Centre of Excellence for
Coral Reef Studies, James Cook University); Ms Pip J.
Cohen (WorldFish, c/o ARC Centre of Excellence for
Coral Reef Studies); Dr Quentin Hanich (ANCORS, University of Wollongong); Dr Tiffany H. Morrison (ARC
Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies, James
Cook University)

Beyond the Verbiage: Consumerism through Tourism
and its manifestations in small islands and remote
places.
Ms Lea Kannar-Lichtenberger (Artist/ MA, MFA, Sydney College of the Arts)

FILMS
The following films can be viewed in SEM 107 during
conference breaks and parallel sessions.

“When penalising harm is a form of harm: Marine
resource enforcement in South Africa”
Dr Marieke Norton (African Climate Change and Development Initiative, University of Cape Town)
Governing migratory resources: A political ecology
study of tuna fisheries in the Western Indian Ocean
Ms Mialy Andriamahefazafy (PhD Candidate, Institut
de Ge`opolis-Mouline, Université de Lausanne)

Tourist Imaginaries and Subaquatic Materialities: “I
only came on this trip to get a photo of me and that
fish in the brochure”.
Dr Elizabeth R. Straughan (School of Geography, University of Melbourne)

Catching...the harbour
Ms Robyn Backen (Artist/ Lecturer Sydney College of
the Arts)
Clyde Reflections
Dr Ruth Brennan (Centre for Environmental Humanities, School of Histories and Humanities Trinity
College) and Mr Stephen Hurrel (Artist)

‘Polluted Leisure’ and A Politics of Care
Dr Clifton Evers (School of Arts and Cultures, Newcas- Pacific Aquarium
tle University) and Mr James Davoll (School of Arts
Rania Ghosn (Assistant Professor, School of Architecand Cultures, Newcastle University)
ture and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology/ founder of Earth Design) and El Hadi Jazairy
(founder of Earth Design)
Praise Song for Oceania
Dr Craig Santos Perez (Department of English, University of Hawaii)
Subatlantic
Ms Ursula Biemann (Artist, writer, and video essayist)
Submerge: the Coming Community
Ms Carolyn Lewens (Artist and freelance curator)

DAY 3: Wednesday 13th December

New Law School, The University of Sydney
9:00-9:30am

Registration (outside NLS LT 101)

9:30-11:30am

Parallel Session 5 (see below)

11:30-11:50am

Morning tea (outside NLS LT 101)

11:50am-1:20pm Plenary 3 (NLS LT 101)
SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD X 4
Sustainable seafood x4, in conversation with Mr
John Susman (Fishtales Seafood Strategy), Cat Dorey (ex-Greenpeace/Consultant), Mr Tony Wearne
(seafood buyer Nicholas Seafood), Mr Nathan
Croker (Central Coast Fisherman)
1:20-2:00pm

Lunch (outside NLS LT 101)

2:00-3:30pm

Plenary 4 (NLS LT 101)
EMBODYING THE OCEAN (WRITING ON THE SEA)
Organised by Dr Astrida Neimanis (Gender and
Cultural Studies, University of Sydney) with panelists: A/Prof Michael Adams (School of Geography
and Sustainable Communities and Indigenous
Studies, University of Wollongong); Dr Jennifer
Mae Hamilton (ICS, Western Sydney University,
GCS, University of Sydney); Sue Reid (Gender and
Cultural Studies, University of Sydney).
Chair: Dr Rebecca Griggs (Dep English, Macquarie
University)
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3:30-5:30pm

Parallel Session 6 (see below)

5.30pm-6.30pm

Closing drinks
(Courtyard Café, Holme Building)

> 9.30-11.30 DAY 3: PARALLEL SESSION FIVE

NLS LT 106

NLS LT 104

NLS SEM 107

TRANSDISCIPLINARY SEAS

GOVERNING THE BLUE ECONOMY

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH METHODS AND THE
SEA

Factories of Hyper Ecologies (Great Barrier Reef)
Dr Amaia Sanchez-Velasco (School of Architecture,
University of Technology Sydney)

Globalization and Fisheries Governance in the
Asia-Pacific
A/Prof Kate Barclay (Global Studies Program, University of Technology Sydney) and Dr Michael Fabinyi
(School of Communication, University of Technology
Sydney)

Speculative Harbouring (Blackwattle Bay)
Dr Susanne Pratt (Faculty of Transdisciplinary Innovation (University of Technology Sydney) and Dr Kate
Johnston (Department of Gender and Cultural Studies/ Sustainable Fish Lab, University of Sydney)
Intergenerational, transdisciplinary science communication: A NZ Sustainable Seas National Science
Challenge Art and Science Research Project. Playing
the long game
Ms Gabby O’Connor (PhD Candidate, Faculty of Creative Arts and Industries, University of Auckland); Dr
Alys Longley (Faculty of Creative Arts and Industries,
University of Auckland); Dr Karen Fisher (School of
Environment, University of Auckland); Dr Carolyn
Lundquist (National Institute for Water and Atmosphere. NZ); Dr Craig Stevens (National Institute for
Water and Atmosphere, NZ).
The Art of caring
Ms Nerea Ferrando Jorge (Honours student, BSc Environmental Science and Sustainability, University of
Glasgow)

Policy and the meanings of fish: the differentiation of
sustainable seafood in Australia
Ms Sonia Garcia Garcia (PhD Candidate, School of International Studies, University of Technology Sydney)
Rethinking the oceans: What will a Blue Future look
like?
Dr Michelle Voyer (Australian National Centre for
Ocean Resources and Security (ANCORS), University of
Wollongong)

Dr Lucas Ihlein (School of the Arts, English and
Media, University of Wollongong); Ms Kim Williams
(PhD Candidate, (School of the Arts, English and
Media, University of Wollongong); Dr Sarah Hamylton
(School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Wollongong)

> 3.30 - 5.00

DAY 3: PARALLEL SESSION SIX

NLS LT 106

NLS LT 104

NLS SEM 107

AQUATIC INTERVENTIONS

MARINE COMMUNITIES

NO PARALLEL SESSION

Buoyant Ecologies Float Lab
Adam Marcus (A/Prof Architecture, California College
of the Arts)

Engaging the ocean community - is citizen science
redefining our approach to marine monitoring?
Dr Lucy Buxton (Global Student Recruitment & Mobility, University of Sydney)

FILMS
The following films can be viewed in SEM 107 during
conference breaks and parallel sessions.

Geopolitics of Reef Urbanism
Dr Amaia Sanchez-Velasco (School of Architecture,
University of Technology Sydney); Gonzalo Valiente
(Faculty of Design, Architecture and Building, University of Technology Sydney); Jorge Valiente Faculty
of Design, Architecture and Building, University of
Technology Sydney)

Asian-Australian Cultures of Fishing
Ms Colette Fontaine (Honours Student, School of
Geography, University of Wollongong)

Catching...the harbour
Ms Robyn Backen (Artist/ Lecturer Sydney College of
the Arts)
Clyde Reflections
Dr Ruth Brennan (Centre for Environmental Humanities, School of Histories and Humanities Trinity
College) and Mr Stephen Hurrel (Artist)

Free fish heads: A sensory ethnographic following of
Auckland’s affective food initiatives
Ms Emma L Sharp (PhD Candidate, School of Environment | University of Auckland)
Pacific Aquarium
All Rhodes lead to Rome
Rania Ghosn (Assistant Professor, School of ArchitecMs Clare Nicholson (Artist/ PhD Candidate, UNSW Art
ture and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of TechProbing
the
socio-cultural
depths
of
nature
conservanology/ founder of Earth Design) and El Hadi Jazairy
and Design, University of New South Wales)
tion conflicts in Irish and Scottish island communities (founder of Earth Design)
Dr Ruth Brennan (Centre for Environmental Humanities, School of Histories and Humanities Trinity
Praise Song for Oceania
College)
Dr Craig Santos Perez (Department of English, University of Hawaii)
Vibrant matter(s), Fish, Fishing, Conservation and
Community in North Korea and its neighbours
Subatlantic
Dr Robert Winstanley-Chesters (College of Asia and
Ms Ursula Biemann (Artist, writer, and video essayist)
the Pacific, Australian National University)
Submerge: the Coming Community
Ms Carolyn Lewens (Artist and freelance curator)

Abstracts and Bios: KEYNOTE LECTURES
Out of Sight, Out of Mind: The Challenge of Regulating High Seas Fisheries
Scientia Prof Rosemary Rayfuse (UNSW Law, University of New South Wales)
Fish are a quintessential common resource. As a biologically renewable common
resource it is axiomatic that the supply of fish is potentially unlimited. However,
to achieve this potential and to avoid the ‘tragedy of the commons’, appropriate
management of exploitation of the resource is necessary. Within the 200 nautical
mile exclusive economic zone the coastal state is responsible for the conservation
and management of fish stocks. On the high seas beyond, the task falls to regional
fisheries management organisations (RFMOs). These organisation are, however,
subject to a number of structural limitations that affect their ability to implement
effective conservation and management measures. Climate change induced
changes in species composition, abundance and distribution will only compound
the problem. This presentation will explore the structural, institutional and
biological challenges faced by RFMOs in regulating high seas fisheries.
Rosemary Rayfuse is Scientia Professor of International Law at UNSW Sydney. She
is a Conjoint Professor in the Faculty of Law at Lund University, Sweden, where
she also holds the Swedish Research Council Kerstin Hesselgren Visiting
Professorship for 2017-18 and a Visiting Professor in Oceans Law and Governance
at the University of Gothenburg, Sweden. She holds the degrees of LLB from
Queen’s University, LLM from the University of Cambridge, where she was
awarded the Clive Parry Prize for International Law, PhD from the University of
Utrecht, and a Doctor of Laws honoris causa from Lund University. She is the
author or editor of 15 books and more than 300 other scholarly publications
on issues relating to oceans governance, high seas fisheries, protection of the
marine environment in areas beyond national jurisdiction, the normative effects
of climate change on international law, and other areas of international law. She
is on the editorial or advisory boards of a number of international law journals, is
a member of the IUCN Commission on Environmental Law, and Chair’s Nominee
on the International Law Association’s Committee on Sea Level Rise and
International Law

Sustaining South China Sea Fisheries: A Multilateral Imperative Amid Complex
Maritime Disputes
Prof Clive Schofield (ANCORS, University of Wollongong)
The South China Sea, despite its relatively small area, is one of the top five most
productive areas for fishing globally, estimated to contribute a staggering 12% of
global catch. Consequently, South China Sea fisheries are economically significant
to coastal States in terms of regional livelihoods and trade and are also crucial
contributors with respect to regional food security. These vital marine living
resources, and the marine environments that support them, are, however, in
peril. South China Sea fisheries are substantially over-exploited, subject to
harmful exploitation practices and cooperative governance mechanisms to
sustainably manage regional fisheries are lacking. These issues are exacerbated by
the complex sovereignty and maritime claims for which the South China Sea
region is (in)famous.
The paper outlines territorial and maritime claims in the South China Sea and
highlights the spatial ramifications of the Award of the Arbitration Tribunal in the
Case between the Philippines and China. The present status of fisheries and the
marine environment in the South China Sea are assessed against this backdrop
with a view to pinpointing the key challenges to sustaining these critically
important benefits to all South China Sea littoral States. It is suggested that the
fisheries are an under-regarded but vital dimension dimensions to the South
China Sea disputes. Moreover, the threat of a collapse in these fisheries, bearing
with it calamitous potential consequences, represents an imperative for all South
China Sea for cooperative management of these pooled and shared marine
resources.
Professor Clive Schofield is Director of Research at the Australian Centre for
Ocean Resource and Security (ANCORS), University of Wollongong (UOW). He is
also the Leader of the University’s Sustaining Oceans and Coastal Communities
research theme within the UOW Global Challenges Program. He has also served
as Acting Dean of Law at UOW. He is a past Australian Research Council (ARC)
Future Fellow and QEII Senior Research Fellow. He holds a PhD (geography) from
the University of Durham, UK and an LLM from the University of British Columbia,
Canada. Clive’s research interests relate to international boundaries and
particularly maritime boundary delimitation and marine jurisdictional issues. He
has published over 250 scholarly publications including 22 books and monographs
on these issues as well as geo-technical aspects of the law of the sea and

maritime security. Clive serves as an International Hydrographic Office (IHO)nominated Observer on the Advisory Board on the Law of the Sea (ABLOS) and is
a member of the International Law Association’s Committee on International Law
and Sea Level Rise. He has also been involved in the peaceful settlement of
boundary and territory disputes by providing advice to governments engaged in
boundary negotiations and in dispute settlement cases before the International
Court of Justice (ICJ). Additionally he recently served as an independent expert
witness in the international arbitration case between the Philippines and China.
Ocean Regime Shift
A/Prof Lesley Green (School of Environmental Humanities South, University of
Cape Town)
While the dramatic changes in kelp forest ecology off Western Cape shores of
South Africa are well described in the scholarly literature, they are poorly
understood. Abalone extinction risks have been conceptualised as a poacher
problem to be dealt with, at times, by the military, and lobster-led "ecological
regime shift" described in the scholarly literature open questions about the
entanglement of both ecologies and scientific fisheries management with social
and political life.
Setting fisheries management and science in dialogue with urban politics of
sanitation and beach management and Cape Town's stormwater and sewer
outflows into the ocean, the paper uses historical sources to argue that the rise of
harmful algal blooms since the late 1980s is an effect of lack of attention to urban
poverty and sanitation. Lobster and abalone poaching, too, are an effect of radical
income inequality that has not been adequately addressed in the post-apartheid
years. Thinking via the environmental humanities, the paper argues that ecology
and society can be productively thought together, and that the separate
conceptualisation and management of terrestrial and marine environments are
damaging ocean health and fisheries. An integrative approach to ocean and city
management, that addresses both extinctions and expulsions, is proposed.
Lesley Green is an Associate Professor of Anthropology and Director of
Environmental Humanities South, a research centre at the University of Cape
Town. Her current research focuses on race and the making of an environmental
public in a time of climate change in South Africa, linking the critique of modernist
thought with the work of postcolonial and decolonial thinkers. Her research spans

both terrestrial and marine environments with a particular interest in
understanding their entanglement.
Lesley is the editor of Contested Ecologies: Dialogues in the South on Nature and
Knowledge (HSRC Press, 2013), co-author of Knowing the Day, Knowing the
World: Engaging Amerindian Thought in Public Archaeology (Arizona University
Press, 2013), and author of Rock | Water | Life: Essays from South Africa on
Science and Decoloniality (Duke University Press, forthcoming 2018). She is a
Council member of 4S. In January 2018, she will spend a semester as a Fulbright
Fellow at the Science and Justice Research Center at the University of California at
Santa Cruz.
Abstracts and Bios: PLENARY SESSIONS
PLENARY 1
Speculative Coastline
Coastlines present us with deep philosophical and pragmatic concerns – the
littoral is that zone which demarcates the terrestrial and the oceanic, the realm of
human living from the inhuman medium of the marine. In coastal Australia as well
as elsewhere the coastline is one of the most visible first victims of warming and
rising seas. How can coastal infrastructure be designed in mind of future threat of
climate change? What does seaweed do in promoting biodiversity along Sydney’s
coastline? These are some of the questions that our panellists address in the
plenary Speculative Coastlines. From Sydney to New York this plenary brings
together marine biologist Adriana Vergés with landscape architect Gena Wirth to
explore artistic, architectural and biological interventions into living underwater
environments for the sake of both habitat restoration and building habitats for
the future.
Adaptive Landscapes: Urban Ecology at Coastal Edge
Ms Gena Wirth (Design Principal at SCAPE)
How can coastal infrastructure be designed to grow along with the future threat
of climate change? How can planning for disaster incorporate multi-purpose and
ecologically productive infrastructure, without reverting to traditional norms of

inequitable and narrowly-defined problem solving? SCAPE tackles these
challenges in practice, redefining urban landscape design as a form of activism
and advocating for the consideration of environmental, urban, and social issues as
interrelated domains. The presentation depicts a range of participatory and
science-based strategies through the lens of SCAPE’s practice, focusing on the
project Living Breakwaters, a funded proposal for living infrastructure in New York
City. Living Breakwaters aspires to design infrastructure of the 21st century that
reduces risk to vulnerable neighborhoods, revives ecosystems, and connects
neighborhoods to the shore. The project alone does not stop flooding, but builds
an ecologically generative and lower-risk shoreline over time. This living
infrastructure is paired with social resiliency frameworks in adjacent
neighborhoods on-shore to help increase awareness of risk, empower citizens,
and engage local schools in waterfront education. Developed through the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Rebuild by Design Initiative,
the proposal was awarded to New York State and is currently being implemented
by the Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery with $60 million of federal funding
allocated for construction.
Gena is the Design Principal at SCAPE. Trained in landscape architecture, urban
planning and horticulture, Gena draws from her interdisciplinary training to
create ecologically rich and culturally relevant landscapes from the infrastructural
scale to the site level. Gena leads the design on several significant projects in the
office.
Gena was on the original Oyster-tecture team and was the Project Manager for
SCAPE’s involvement in SIRR, studying large-scale harbor-wide strategies for
coastal protection measures that will be utilized in preparation for the next
Superstorm. She was also the Project Manager for SCAPE’s winning Rebuild By
Design proposal, Living Breakwaters, a climate change resiliency strategy for the
South Shore of Staten Island.
Gena holds a Master of Landscape Architecture and Master of Urban Planning
with Distinction from the Harvard University Graduate School of Design and a
Bachelor of Science in Horticulture from the University of Delaware.
Operation Crayweed: raising awareness about underwater forests in Sydney
and beyond
Dr Adriana Vergés (Centre for Marine Bio-Innovation, University of New South
Wales)

Seaweeds forests are the biological engines of temperate reefs worldwide. They
are among the most productive ecosystems on earth, support important fisheries
and entire ecological communities. In Australia, seaweed forests underpin the
Great Southern Reef (GSR), an interconnected system of reefs that span 8,000 km
of coastline, from northern New South Wales to mid Western Australia. Although
the GSR is valued at $10 billion per year and about 70% of Australians live
alongside it, seaweeds and the GSR have been historically undervalued. This is
evidenced by the fact that recent rapid and widespread declines of seaweed
forests from many GSR reefs have received much less attention relative to similar
declines in tropical or terrestrial habitats. Our ‘Operation Crayweed’ project
combines science, community engagement and art to raise awareness about the
importance of seaweeds through the restoration of crayweed (Phyllospora
comosa), a dominant seaweed. Crayweed disappeared from the Sydney coastline
over 30 years ago, probably as a result of urbanisation and sewage pollution. Our
research has shown that water quality in Sydney is now suitable for the reestablishment of crayweed, and we have successfully restored crayweed to reefs
where they were once dominant. We are now using this good-news restoration
success story to engage local communities and boost public awareness about the
importance of seaweed forests. After a successful crowdfunding campaign,
Operation Crayweed established a citizen-science project whereby recreational
divers are driving the restoration and monitoring of entire crayweed sites.
Operation Crayweed scientists also collaborated with artists Turpin+Crawford to
create a 500 m art installation that was part of Sculpture by the Sea annual art
exhibition (2016), which attracted over 450,000 visitors and highlighted the
restoration of a crayweed site in south Bondi. This art-meets-science
collaboration included a series of workshops and activities with local public
schools, with over 100 children participating. By championing outreach and
educational activities, our project aims to significantly increase public awareness
of marine habitat degradation and the role of science and the community in
facilitating recovery.
Adriana Vergés leads a research group within the Centre for Marine BioInnovation that focuses on marine ecology and conservation. She is a member of
the Sydney Institute of Marine Sciences and the Evolution and Ecology Research
Centre.
Much of her current research is centered on the ecological impacts of a changing
climate and the tropicalisation of temperate communities such as algal forests
or seagrass meadows. She has worked in tropical coral reefs and temperate

ecosystems from around the world (Mediterranean Sea, Atlantic, Indian and
Pacific oceans) and much of her research is experimental and takes place
underwater.
PLENARY 2
Caring for Sea Country
The Caring for Sea Country plenary session goes to the heart of this conference
and its core dilemma of how to better care for seas and the politics of caring.
Cultural links with the coast, sea, and marine life are integral to the lives for many
Aboriginal people and all Torres Strait Islanders. Caring for sea is one and the
same as caring for Country. Yet, in Australia caring for sea country is complicated
by our enduring colonial legacy and the current legal and institutional
frameworks, which have limited the rights of Aboriginal and Islander people to
resources and potential to practice care.
This plenary session hears from some of the many people who continue to care
for sea Country in collaborative, creative and cultural ways, in spite of the long
history of the denial of rights.
Organised by Dr. Leah Lui-Chivizhe (Sydney) with panelists: Charles David, Chels
Marshall, and Flora warrior.
Dr Leah Lui-Chivizhe (Dep. History, University of Sydney)
Leah is a postdoctoral fellow in History at the University of Sydney where she is
currently working on the publication of her PhD thesis, Le op: An Islander’s history
of Torres Strait turtle-shell masks. Prior to taking up this position, Leah lectured in
Indigenous Studies at Nura Gili UNSW (2013-June 2017) and the former Koori
Centre of the University of Sydney (2001-2012). Her research interests include
Torres Strait cultural knowledge and histories, museum practice, gendered
knowledge and labour history. Leah is a Torres Strait mainlander, with extensive
family links to Mer, Erub, and Badu islands.
Maintaining and caring for sea country
Mr Charles David, Traditional owner, Iama, (Senior Project Officer (Fisheries),
Torres Strait Regional Authority, Thursday Island).

The Torres Strait is an expansive marine area of 48,000 square kilometres from
Cape York to Papua New Guinea. For Torres Strait people our cultural links to the
sea and surrounding environment evolved without interruption, over thousands
of years. The bounty of the sea sustains our bodies and our cultural links are
expressed through our stories and the songs and dances in our ceremonies. We
also identify our connection through our physical, spiritual and totemic form. The
introduction of commercial fishing has challenged our customary practices,
putting pressure on our way of life and Ailan kastom.
In this presentation I will talk briefly about how I navigate the complex worlds of
traditional and commercial fisheries in the Torres Strait and the importance of
maintaining culture (or Ailan kastom) in caring for sea country, and the resources
within.
Born and raised in the Torres Strait, Charles is a traditional owner with
connections across the region, primarily to Tudu and Mer islands. He spent his
early schooling life in the Torres Strait before completing high school at an
agricultural boarding school on the Atherton Tablelands-Far North Queensland.
He is currently employed as Senior Fisheries Project Officer with the Torres Strait
Regional Authority.
His extensive involvement in the commercial fishing industry in the Torres Strait
stems from his traditional ecological knowledge and his understanding and ability
to communicate and lead others. One of his key roles is to assist traditional
owners of Torres Strait sea country to achieve their aspirations relative to both
commercial and traditional fishing.
The importance of Aboriginal Marine Park management concepts for Australia
Ms Chels Marshall, north coast NSW (MA Marine Science & Management, PhD
candidate, College of Asia and The Pacific, Australian National University).
Australia has one of the largest marine jurisdictions in the world, containing a vast
array of diverse and unique biological and physical features (Director of National
Parks 2013). There are many Aboriginal individuals and groups who continue to
identify themselves as traditional owners of maritime estates and who are keen
to have their traditional rights to ownership and management of marine estates
recognised.

This traditional or customary right among maritime Aboriginal people includes the
development of processes that enable them to be more directly involved in
marine estate establishment, it’s management and decision-making processes. At
present, Aboriginal peoples’ involvement in decision-making and management of
marine reserves and marine spaces in Australia falls well short of what they
desire, and as will be discussed in this paper, well short of what is in the best
interests of marine ecosystems as they relate to cultural and national interests.
The microeconomics of caring for Mabuiag Sea Country
Ms Flora Warrior, Traditional owner, Mabuiag, (BA, University of Queensland,
MBA, James Cook University)
Mabuiag Island sea country sits within one of the most complex jurisdictions in
Australia in terms of the many layers of legislation, an international border,
pristine wilderness and an emerging Native Title driven primary industry sector all
are interwoven in the 48,000km sq that is the Torres Strait.
A resource rich area in a fragile environment, the Torres Strait is a place of wild
beauty and competing interests and presents a delicate balancing act between
caring for country and caring for one’s pocket. Economic development can come
at a cost to local traditional owners. It is the hidden costs to the little people of
caring for country or caring for sea country that is never fully discussed or
acknowledge.
This paper discusses the politics of caring for sea country as the micro-economic
level – the purse strings of the traditional owners from Mabuiag Island – the
Goemulgal people.
Flora Warrior is a traditional owner from Mabuiag Island in the Torres Strait and a
passionate advocate for her people. With a career background in State and
Commonwealth public service and in Local Government, she is now involved in
developing the Indigenous fishing sector in her home community. Flora has a
Bachelor of Arts from the University of Queensland (1993) majoring in Linguistics
and Anthropology. She also has a Master of Business Administration from James
Cook University (2014).
PLENARY 3

Sustainable seafood x4, in conversation with Mr John Susman (Fishtales
Seafood Strategy), Cat Dorey (ex-Greenpeace/Consultant), Mr Tony Wearne
(seafood buyer Nicholas Seafood), Mr Nathan Croker (Central Coast Fisherman)
In this session we bring together sustainable seafood industry leader John
Susman, sustainability campaigner, scientist and educator Cat Dorey, seafood
buyer Tony Wearne, and Central Coast fisherman Nathan Croker to discuss the
challenges and promises of working across sectors to develop sustainable seafood
networks. We talk about traceability, regulations, wild capture fisheries, and ask
what makes a fish sustainable.
Dr Cat Dorey (Ex-Greenpeace/Consultant)
Dorey has been campaigning for healthy oceans with Greenpeace for 14 years,
most recently as the science advisor for the Tuna Project. In this time,
Greenpeace has made significant progress in driving retailers, seafood brands,
and large seafood companies to make changes to their seafood sourcing
practices, and to help deliver Greenpeace's vision for a sustainable and ethical
relationship with ocean life.
Mr John Susman (Fishtales Seafood Strategy)
Susman has been catching, processing, selling, marketing and mostly eating
seafood professionally for the past 30 years. Having worked across all aspects of
the industry from catcher to cook to critic, Susman is well placed to work with
every stakeholder in the supply chain to dream up the best way to get their catch
to market and the best products into the best restaurants. As founder of the
legendary Flying Squid Brothers, Australia’s first truly vertically integrated
catching and processing seafood business, Susman has maintained a close love
affair with all things wet, cold, smelly and slimy. As a seafood judge, commentator
and author, Susman released the Australian Fish and Seafood Cookbook with a
group of fishy chums in 2016, to critical acclaim. As a sitting board member of the
Fisheries Research and Development Corporation, Susman is across the latest
trends in fisheries and with a network of best-in-class catchers, distributors and
cooks of seafood. Favourite Fish – anything that swims (except whale and
dolphin).
Mr Tony Wearne (seafood buyer Nicholas Seafood)
Wearne started in the seafood industry at the age of 18, working for a wholesaler
in Newcastle (Shanes Seafood), learning the art of filleting. After working at the

famous Billingsgate Fish Market, London he moved to Sydney and in 2011 and
began working at Nicholas Seafood as a seafood buyer. He also worked as a buyer
for Joto Fresh Fish for a short stint of a year and a half. He has now returned as a
buyer and also runs the wholesale division of Nicholas Seafood, Peters Fish
Market and Shanes Seafood Newcastle. Wearne buys sustainable seafood for
some of Sydney’s top restaurants.
Mr Nathan Croker (Central Coast Fisherman)
(bio TBC)
PLENARY 4
Embodying the Ocean (Writing on the Sea)
How do we embody the ocean? From our evolutionary fishy beginnings to the
saltblood that travels through our veins, from our mammalian diving reflex to the
watery mass that mostly comprises our human forms, our material and
metaphoric connections to the seas invite contemplations on mortality, morethan-human kinship, human exceptionalism, and planetary health, among many
other concerns. At the same time, an embodied intimacy with the ocean is always
complicated by questions of alterity, unknowability, distance and scale. This panel
uses writing practices such as lyrical theory, creative non-fiction and fictocriticism as methods for grappling with these and related questions.
Organised by Dr Astrida Neimanis (Gender and Cultural Studies, University of
Sydney) with panelists: A/Prof Michael Adams (School of Geography and
Sustainable Communities and Indigenous Studies, University of Wollongong); Dr
Jennifer Mae Hamilton (ICS, Western Sydney University, GCS, University of
Sydney); Sue Reid (Gender and Cultural Studies, University of Sydney).
Salt Blood
A/Prof Michael Adams (School of Geography and Sustainable Communities and
Indigenous Studies, University of Wollongong)
Freediving, or breath-hold diving, is at once a commonplace and unique form of
engagement between humans and oceans. Commonplace because we can do it
from the moment we are born (having already lived in the watery world of the
amniotic sac for nine months), and commonplace because many native and local
cultures in coastal regions around the world have long used breath-hold diving.
But also unique as it has recently been reinvented as an extreme sport, with

competitive divers regularly exceeding depths of 200 metres on a single breath.
And unique because freediving mobilises what has been called the most powerful
autonomic reflex known in the human body, the mammalian diving reflex. This
year my essay, ‘Salt Blood’ won the Australian Book Review Calibre Prize - it
explores freediving in relation to place, belonging and the other beings of the
blue planet we share.
As we move into the unknowns of a world of abrupt and unwanted social and
environmental changes, new ways of belonging will be core to our ongoing
presence here. Freediving is both liminal and transgressive, taking place in a zone
where few humans venture, and subverting norms about perceived natural
boundaries. It rejects the cyborg and hybrid paraphernalia of scuba to embrace an
unmediated relationship between the body and the ocean. Forgoing technology,
relying on one breath, the freediver’s unshielded body is open to space and time
in the ocean in unique and transformative encounters.
Michael Adams teaches and researches at the University of Wollongong, and
before that worked for environment NGOs, the national parks service and
Aboriginal organisations. His focus is on human-nature relationships, especially
with Indigenous and local communities, and he likes full-immersion methodologies.
He was born in India, and spends lots of time outdoors in Australia, India, the USA
and arctic Scandinavia; in the ocean and in the bush.
He writes in a variety of forms, including narrative non-fiction, on-line essays, peerreviewed academic articles and scientific reports. In 2017 he won the Calibre Prize
for his essay ‘Salt Blood’.
I drain east to the Pacific
Dr Jennifer Mae Hamilton (ICS, Western Sydney University, GCS, University of
Sydney)
This story travels upstream from the urban ocean outfalls off the coast of Sydney,
through storm- and waste-water drains and back into the body. In so doing it will
explore how drains figure the relationship between oceans and individuals.
“Drain” is both a noun and a verb. As a noun it is both a channel for carrying
excess water and a metaphor for resource depletion. As a verb it is multivalenced
too. It describes the act of siphoning off excess liquid or, indeed, draining
something dry and to completely deprive of strength or vitality. As such drains are

both useful for humans, in that they can assist in the management of excess
water and increase sanitation, but they can also take too much, thus depriving of
life. Drains are icons of the Anthropocene and good to think with because they
materialise the relationship between economy and ecology. Which is to say, they
are the relation between the dominant mode of social organization (say,
capitalism) and intractable physical laws (like gravity).
Using drains as a material concept, this piece will explore upon how water
connects particular modes of urban embodiment and private home making with
oceans. I will show how linking storm- and waste-water drainage to embodiment
opens up new ways of imagining individual involvement in the common ecological
dilemma of warming, rising, plastifying and acidifying oceans.
Elements of this paper are taken from the essay “All the world is a drain” (Sydney
Review of Books, Forthcoming).
Jennifer Mae Hamilton is a postdoctoral research associate divided between the
Department of Gender and Cultural Studies at the University of Sydney and at the
Institute for Culture and Society at Western Sydney University, funded by the
Seed Box: A Mistra+Formas Environmental Humanities Collaboratory at Linköping
University, Sweden. Her research blog is weatheringthecity.wordpress.com. With
Astrida Neimanis she co-convenes the research group Composting Feminisms and
Environmental Humanities (https://compostingfeminisms.wordpress.com/). She
also teaches ecocriticism at New York University, Sydney and her first
monograph, This Contentious Storm: An Ecocritical and Performance History of
King Lear is out with Bloomsbury Academic.
What these waters remember
Dr Astrida Neimanis (Gender and Cultural Studies, University of Sydney)
Water is a paradox of memory and forgetfulness; of retention and dissolution.
This is a chemical fact, but also a deeply affective phenomenon. Drawing
inspiration from writers as diverse as Luce Irigaray, Anne Cvetkovich, Janine
MacLeod, and Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, this meditation on waters
remembered attempts to bring the faraway nearby, in ways that pay specific
attention to the tangled currents of personal and political affect and event in a
global hydrocommons. How does my own watery self hold the stories of the
waters that grew me up: the Baltic Sea, the Great Lakes-St Lawrence watershed,

Hamilton Harbour, and the Pacific Ocean? What does it remember and what does
it forget? How do these embodied connections enrol me in relations of gift and
theft, of gratitude and debt? What do these hydrobiographical memories cost,
and how do we pay?
Astrida Neimanis joined the Gender and Cultural Studies program in 2015 after
holding various teaching and research positions at universities in Canada, the UK,
and Sweden. She is Associate Editor of the journal Environmental Humanities
(Duke University Press), a Key Researcher with the Sydney Environment Institute
and co-convenor of the Composting: Feminisms and the Environmental
Humanities reading group hosted at the University of Sydney. She is also a
founding member and University of Sydney contact faculty for The Seed Box: A
MISTRA-FORMAS Environmental Humanities Collaboratory (a transnational
research consortium based at Linkoping University, Sweden).
Soft flesh fallen heavy from the ocean
Ms Sue Reid (Gender and Cultural Studies, University of Sydney)
Who is to say how much ocean comes our way through sea bodies undone and
those unseen and never met; and how much of it finds us through salt spray torn
from collapsing waves and spills of stiff foam and spume; in the sternums of
gelatinous kelp crisp fried in the sun; or carried back squashed in muddied tyres
tracked across shellfish flats.
This meditation washes through the writings of Delaney, Bersani, Ensor and
others to consider the challenges of embodied responses to relationalities. How
might Bersani’s notion of “impersonal intimacy” and Ensor’s related challenge of
an ‘impersonal stewardship’ be imagined as embodied yet ‘disanthropogenic’
ocean relationality. How might unexpected encounters with propinquitous,
consubstantial others be experienced through the frame of impersonality and
non-mutuality? Can impersonality bridge ocean relationalities not yet existing
with those unencountered and uninterested ocean others, or those distanced
through encounters made perfunctory?
Susan Reid is a doctoral candidate in the Department of Gender and Cultural
Studies at the University of Sydney, researching ocean relationalities and juridical
imaginaries. She is an arts developer, curator, and lawyer, and is active with a
number of environmental advocacy groups.

Sydney Ideas

Co-presented with Sydney Environment Institute
Recently documentaries and campaigns have moved from the politics of land,
animal welfare, and the terrestrial production of food to focus on oceans and
their inhabitants. Images of oceans dense with plastic debris can make us feel
guilty about the straws in our cocktails, the fishing of apex predators such as
Bluefin tuna make us feel queasy about sushi, and the effects of ocean warming
and searise confront many coastal inhabitants in immediate ways.
There is no doubt that we should care about all these issues and many more, but
might the question be more helpfully framed as how can we care better for the
oceans? To take from JK Gibson-Graham, what are the practices of care that are
already happening on the ground – on beaches, in harbours and on the waves?
This panel of academics and NGOs will take us into diverse practices and politics
of caring – from caring for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Sea Countries, NGO
campaigns on fish and fishing, to how surfers navigate the necessity of caring for
the ocean with a desire to preserve secret surf spots.
Together our panelists will explore radically different modes of caring for the
ocean and ask whether these can be reconciled. We will dive into the many layers
of understanding and modes of relating to the sea - Indigenous modes of care,
scientific models of eco-sustainability, cultures of local fishing communities,
leisure activities, spiritual connections, regulations, and commodified ‘taste’ and
‘choice’.
Dr Leah Lui-Chivizhe is a postdoctoral fellow in History at the University of Sydney
where she is currently working on the publication of her PhD thesis, Le op: An
Islander’s history of Torres Strait turtle-shell masks.
Dr Cat Dorey is a science advisor and campaigner (Tuna Project) at Greenpeace.
She work closely with science and policy advisors from other international NGOs
and academia.

Dr Clifton Evers is a lecturer at Newcastle University, UK. He researches media,
leisure, sport, belonging, and place-making. He is currently focusing on affective
assemblages of care using creative methods such as Go-Pro filming. Clifton will
present his recent ethnographic research on coastal surf and fishing communities
in the UK.
Professor Elspeth Probyn (panel chair) is a Professor in the Department of
Gender and Cultural Studies at the University of Sydney. Her current research,
funded by an ARC Discovery Project, analyses the sustainability of the production
and consumption of fish, results of which are published in a new book, Eating the
Ocean (2016)

Abstracts: PARALLEL SESSION 1
PANEL: POLITICS OF SOUTHERN SEAS
The protection of small-scale fisheries in global policymaking through food
sovereignty
Dr Alana Mann (Dep. of Media and Communications, University of Sydney)
About 90% of the 140 million people engaged in fisheries globally work in the
small-scale fisheries sector, primarily in the Global South. More than half a billion
people depend on fisheries for their livelihood. Yet fisheries are a classic example
of the exploitation of the commons, where property rights are incomplete, access
to the resource is ‘open’ and migration patterns make rights to fish difficult to
enforce. This paper explores how the concept of food sovereignty –“the right of
peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through ecologically
sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their own food and
agriculture systems” (La Via Campesina, 2007) - has been employed to assert
these rights, and define responsibilities. The author focuses on the Voluntary
Guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small-scale fisheries in the Context of Food
Security and Poverty Alleviation, adopted on June 10, 2014, by the FAO
Committee on Fisheries (COF31). She evaluates the potential of the Guidelines, as
the first international instrument dedicated to defending and promoting small

scale fisheries, to defend the needs of small-scale fishing communities in
developing countries against the rule of capture.
Thinking from the Southern Ocean
Dr Charne Lavery (Dep. of English, Language and Literature, University of Cape
Town)
The Southern Ocean is the wildest, least-known ocean, where winds and currents
circulate without continental breaks and in which debris from the lost Malaysian
Airlines flight MH370 remain undiscovered. It is largely beyond national
sovereignty, eludes scientific knowledge, and, partly as a result, stubbornly resists
imaginative grasp. This is significant as it becomes clear that the Southern Ocean
plays a determining role in regulating global climate, in an Anthopocenic time of
global climate change and declining fish stocks. This paper considers
representations of the Southern Ocean in relation to the global South, bringing
together environmental questions with those of troubled human histories. In
particular it is concerned with forms of imagining as they are recorded in literary
work, taking a sample of the rare mentions of this ocean in the work of African
writers such as Yvette Christianse and Marguerite Poland, alongside Conrad,
Verne and Melville, and in relation to mediations of events such as the orange
roughy gold rush in the southern Indian Ocean, the discovery of the largest-yet
squid off Antarctica, and deep ocean exploration. In so doing, taking the
Comaroffs’ provocation to develop ‘theory from the South’ literally further
south—towards a more posthuman, oceanic, multispecies perspective.
Caring for the oceans: Tackling Illegal Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing
in the Gulf of Guinea.
Ms Victoria Mitchell (PhD Candidate, School of Law, University of Greenwich)
Whilst piracy and armed robbery at sea are most often the headline-grabbing
maritime affairs news coming out of the Gulf of Guinea region of West and
Central Africa, IUU fishing is an ongoing concern to regional governments, and to
the populations of regional states whose lives and livelihoods directly and
indirectly depend on fish as a resource. This paper advocates firstly that this issue
is linked to piracy and armed robbery at sea, both because of a link between
types of crime and because of the increased attention to the maritime space that
has raised the profile of the diverse threats states face from this quarter.

Secondly, inadequate knowledge of fish stocks, poor licensing systems and limited
enforcement capacity have all undermined efforts to counter the threat of IUU
fishing. This paper considers case examples that have occurred in the region in
recent years that demonstrate differing ways that states have sought to address
the challenge of IUU fishing. These include licensing regime reforms, cooperation
with international organisations and intraregional patrols.
This paper identifies and discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the initiatives
being undertaken and considers their own sustainability and their contribution to
the management of fish stocks through a review of their mandate, funding
sources and achievements. It asks what more could realistically be done by
regional governments as well as by external actors and by industry who fish in this
region. It concludes by considering what lessons can be understood about
cooperation on this issue that are applicable elsewhere.
Southern Hemisphere Blues
Dr Meg Samuelson (Dep. English and Creative Writing, University of Adelaide)
What does it mean to live in an overwhelmingly watery hemisphere? What
distinct ways of seeing have the blue expanses of the south elicited? What
aesthetics and politics have they evolved? In pursuing these questions, this paper
gathers some of its conceptual launching pads from Paul Gilroy’s formulation of
the ‘black Atlantic’ as a counter-culture of modernity forged in the crucible of
racial terror and articulated through black music forms, such as the blues. It then
follows Sharad Chari’s readings of toxic wastelands in the southern Indian Ocean
coastal city of Durban, South Africa, where the blues signify “life-that-survives”
and present “a critical aesthetics of inhabiting the embodied and material frailty
maintained by the ontologization of capital and biopolitics”. How might the “black
arts of survival” provide entry points for thinking through the Southern
Hemisphere, with its different hues of blue? I’ll open up this question through
discussion of literary texts from southern Africa, Indian Ocean islands and
Australia, considering how histories of the carceral archipelago, and of
indigeneity, settlement and genocide, thread through what Lindsay Bremner calls
the “fluid ontologies” of the southern Indian Ocean in ways that reckon with its
materiality rather than imagining it, pace Atlantic studies, as transport surface or
melancholic archive. The point will be to establish whether these more lively yet
precarious palettes of blue have elicited novel ways of thinking the mutual
vulnerability of human and ocean, and of opening practices of care that, in Joan

Tronto’s definition, seek to “maintain, continue, and repair our ‘world’ so that we
can live in it as well as possible”.

Social Sciences, Waikato University); Dr Will Allen (Learning for Sustainability,
Christchurch)

PANEL: MAKING THE MOST OF PARTICIPATORY PROCESSES FOR SUSTAINABLE
SEAS
Organised by Prof Richard Le Heron (School of Environment, University of
Auckland)

Over the past quarter century New Zealand has witnessed in its marine spaces
increasing conflicts and disagreements emanating from clashes amongst multiple
users and uses. A broad based response to this state of environmental affairs has
been the widespread proliferation of largely independent and spontaneous
participatory processes aimed at bringing divergent interests into frameworks of
co-learning, dialogue, collaboration, negotiation over issues and future directions
and relations. The paper offers an assessment of the participatory achievements
at large of the current generation of participatory processes in New Zealand
marine settings. The paper initially considers the national scene, classifies the
different kinds of participatory processes, their governmental reach, and their
shaping by focus and context. The overview is then supplemented by a desk top
review of 15 participatory processes whose marine spaces are known for colliding
goal sets amongst uses and users arising from intersecting investment and
institutional trajectories over time and in particular areas. This review explicitly
considers levels of achievement in introducing new practices on five goals, EBM,
the marine economy, Maori (indigenous) values and perspectives, cumulative
effects and engagement. The review highlights that the progression towards
implementation is incomplete and may be comprised by a range of factors. This
preliminary conclusion is supported by evidence from in depth interviews
involving six prominent participatory processes which examines the complexities
and variability of institutional and implementation paralysis and strategic
rebuilding that are underway. These are the complex Sea Change Tai Timu Pai Pari
marine spatial planning process relating to the Hauraki Gulf, the iwi led Integrated
Kaipara Harbour Management Group of the Kaipara Harbour, estuary restoration
led by the Mangawhai Harbour Restoration Society, the public initiative Kiwis
Against Seabed Mining, the crowd funded Givealittle project to purchase land for
the Abel Tasman National Park, and the iwi governance model, Te Korowai,
associated with earthquake stricken Kaikoura. These investigative perspectives
suggest a potentially serious knowledge gap exists between the expectations of
different groups for what participatory processes will deliver and the realities of
the structural and operational circumstances of participatory processes. The
paper concludes with a discussion of 'how next', 'with whom', and 'for what ends'
priorities and reflects on the international significance of the New Zealand
evidence.

In New Zealand neoliberal reforms from the 1980s have eroded regulatory
mediation of investment and placed a premium on self-organised frameworks of
governance. In this context New Zealand’s marine spaces have seen a
proliferation of participatory processes seeking to deal with the contradictions,
contests and ambiguities of multiple uses and users in collision. Marine spaces are
contexts where property rights are few, regulation is weak or ad hoc, and the
rules of conduct are continually being reshaped by many influences. An
extraordinary range of top down, bottom up and mixed mode participatory
processes have appeared in the marine context. They are both reactive and
responsive initiatives aimed at resolving issues and in many cases are designed to
move investors, institutions, iwi, community interests and the public toward
sustainability goals. This special session focuses on this first generation of marine
participatory processes, especially those that might be labelled complex
processes of collaboration and negotiation. The forum aims to introduce and
interrogate evidence, theory and speculation about participatory processes, their
independent emergence, common and divergent goals and the collective work
that participatory processes are assumed to do, could do and should do. The
research is funded by the New Zealand Sustainable Seas National Science
Challenge.
Limits to and possibilities for effectiveness of 1st generation participatory
processes in New Zealand's multi-use marine spaces
Dr Erena Le Heron (School of Environment, University of Auckland); Prof
Richard Le Heron (School of Environment, University of Auckland); Ms Paula
Blackett (National Institute for Water and Atmosphere); Ms June Logie (School
of Environment, University of Auckland); Dr Alison Greenaway (Landcare
Research); Dr Kate Davies (National Institute for Water and Atmosphere); Dr
Dan Hikuroa (Maori Studies, University of Auckland); Bruce Glavovic (School of
People, Environment and Planning, Massey University); Dr Carolyn Lundquist
(National Institute for Water and Atmosphere); ms Naomi Simmonds (School of

Insider-Insider-outsider perspectives about the emergence of the Hauraki Gulf
Sea Change marine spatial plan participatory processes
Dr Erena Le Heron (School of Environment, University of Auckland); Ms June
Logie (School of Environment, University of Auckland)
The Sea Change Tai Timu Pai Pari (TTTP) marine spatial plan is one of New
Zealand's most ambitious marine participatory processes dedicated to achieving
transformative environmental outcomes. Centred on the diverse multi-use
marine space of the Hauraki Gulf, Sea Change TTTP has a complex and
complicated genesis, reflecting ongoing controversy over the deteriorating state
of the gulf's ecosystems and its interlinked hinterlands of coast and catchment.
The paper discusses insights from an internationally unique investigation of the
work of participation in mobilising co- understandings and co-governed decision
making in the context of local, national, iwi, community, industry and public
institutions and businesses. Three broad perspectives are used to frame
discussion: narratives about Sea Change TTTP progress and problems available in
the public domain, varied and partial insights from participants involved at
strategic sites and moments that have characterised Sea Change TTTP's
emergence, and the positioning and cumulative interpretations of the
investigators. These contrasting and complementary perspectives reveal major
gaps in aspiration and knowledge between publicly told stories and the narrated
experiences, understandings and often strategically constructive efforts of those
directly involved in making or attempting to make improved governance and
management decisions for the Hauraki Gulf.
Enacting
participatory
processes
learnings:
with interdisciplinary engagement and knowledge

an

experiment

Ms Paula Blackett (National Institute for Water and Atmosphere); Dr Kate
Davies (National Institute for Water and Atmosphere); Dr Carolyn Lundquist
(National Institute for Water and Atmosphere); Prof Richard Le Heron (School of
Environment, University of Auckland); Mr Jim Sinner (Cawthron Institute).
An important objective of New Zealand's Sustainable Seas National Science
Challenge is cross programme exposure of new understandings arising from
project research in its programmes. The Our Seas programme consists of three
co-constitutive projects. These deal with the role of participatory processes in
advancing Ecosystem Based Management, ways to co-create socio-ecological

knowledge, and the utility of social licence as an evaluative concept. The three
projects embrace many everyday realities and dilemmas faced by a decision
makers in New Zealand's multi-use marine spaces. The paper reports on an
experiment organised around the idea that a participatory thought experiment
could be designed to simulate decision making about locating a wind farm,
subject to behavioural, resource, procedural and knowledge constraints which
provided a range of rules of engagement for break out groups. The experiences of
the groups (involving some 90+ attendees) were summarised and reported back
to the whole group. A commentary was provided at this stage by the facilitator
who was able to outline the differing rules of engagement (when faithfully
followed), mediate the reporting on transgressions of the rules by some groups,
faced by each group and offer reflections on how the recounted behaviours
limited or opened up possibilities in choices available and decision making.
Is there a blue economy imaginary in Sea Change Tai Timu Pai Pari processes?
Dr Nick Lewis (School of Environment, University of Auckland); Dr Erena Le
Heron, (School of Environment, University of Auckland); Dr Dan Hikuroa (School
of Environment, University of Auckland); Prof Richard Le Heron (School of
Environment, University of Auckland)
Around the world blue economy has become a metaphor for new approaches to
invigorate marine economies and to reassess economy and environmental
relations in oceans and coastal and near shore marine spaces. While the
metaphor is being used to energise a broad range of ends, for the most part it is a
relatively abstract notion where advocates of different persuasions imagine the
interdependencies of alternative marine economic and environmental futures.
The challenge to blue economy being an inspirational prompt in any context is to
encourage principles and practise that can be linked to tangible shifts in
economy-environment outcomes. The recency of the blue economy provocation
internationally means its deployment is simultaneously quite narrow, very diverse
and open ended. From a social-theoretic investigative viewpoint blue economy
can be seen as spanning, for instance, the use of the term to re-describe existing
approaches to economy and environment, recognition of the desirability of
letting go of earlier notions of brown and green economy, and efforts to explicitly
build an agency and practice centred blue economy agenda that is situated and
grounded. The paper adopts a novel approach by examining participatory process
design and published Sea Change TTTP documents from its range of work streams
drawing on new understandings of economy and sustainability. This knowledge

making strategy enables the identification or otherwise of conceptual evidence
that could be argued to be a refashioning of the Hauraki Gulf’s economyenvironment relations.
PANEL: THE SCIENCE AND ART OF THE MORE-THAN-HUMAN
I am Phytoplankton
Ms Kassandra Bossell (Artist/ MFA student UNSW Art and Design, University of
New South Wales)
Imagine if you couldn’t take every second breath. It’s impossible! We need a
certain amount of oxygen to live. Turn this idea inside out and imagine the death
of the oxygen makers. This is not about trees. Scanning electron microscopy
reveals the details of microscopic marine plants called phytoplankton who make
half the oxygen in the atmosphere.
My research asks: Can humans consciously change their approach to the natural
environment by imagining life from a non-human perspective. To this end, I
explore the fine corporeal structures of phytoplankton by enlarging them to
human scale in sculptural forms. I then use mould making to manipulate the
positive sculpture into a negative form, thereby presenting the absence or trace
of the plankton. Inside the plankton, the viewer becomes linked to its ecological
networks; the understanding of ‘we’ is transferred from humans to ecosystems.
This ‘wilding’, or transference of agency is in alignment with ideas developed by
environmental philosophers Timothy Morton and Rosi Braidotti. A shift away
from the human vista to an imaginary viewpoint from within a non-human
organism solicits imaginary sensation, and invites affinity and compassion. I
propose that imagining this embodiment facilitates a space of empathy that
delivers the viewer into uncharted territory, a lifeworld open to the nuances of
biotic networks. Hence, I employ both science and fiction to create a
decentralized and reconnected approach for human outlook and interaction
within the natural environment.
My research strives to create a starting point for finding alignment with other
organisms rather than dominating them, by employing the human capacity to
collaborate. My work addresses this initial shift to an empathetic approach from
which to remember our interdependence within nature. I see this as a great

threshold from which to slide sideways, from top predator, to brains of the
planet.
Deep Breathing (Resuscitation for the Reef)
Ms Janet Laurence (Artist)
An artwork facilitated by a residency at the Australian Museum,
Shown for the 2015 Climate Change Conference, The Muséum National d’Histoire
Naturelle Paris and Australian Museum 2015/17
“The Great Barrier Reef is in grave danger. The twin perils brought by climate
change—an increase in the temperature of the ocean and its acidity—if they
continue to rise at the present rate the reefs will be gone within decades and that
would be a global catastrophe.” Sir David Attenborough
“Deep Breathing invites us to plunge our heads underwater to see the Great
Barrier Reef through the lens of a multivalent artistic creation that teems with
submarine life and death, and one that invites us to contemplate, participate, and
to act.” Iain McCalman.
The presentation shows images and discusses how art can address the issues and
effects of climate changes in an affective way, inspiring an empathy and care. My
question being how can we come to care for the lives of other species and the
natural world around us. Art can reach emotional levels of communication that
are often missed in socio-political-scientific dialogues.
Deep Breathing creates a wunderkammer which presents the Reef’s threatened
corals and other marine species being metaphorically nursed back to health in an
immersive poetic setting of an imaginary hospital.
A hospital for the Great Barrier Reef in peril, the work invites us to turn our minds
and hearts to thinking and caring about how to rescue the Reef in this time of
human-induced ecological crisis. A faint but deeply felt call for an emergency
response—a hospitalization for the Reef—to aid survival and effect
transformation. Using an alchemical language as a metaphorical possibility of
transformation and remediation of the dangers faced by the greatest marine
ecosystem in the world.

Frank Hurley’s portentous encounter with corals
A/Prof Ann Elias (Dep Art History, University of Sydney)
In 1922, celebrated filmmaker and photographer, Frank Hurley, and Australian
Museum ichthyologist, Allan McCulloch, went on a picture-making expedition to
the Great Barrier Reef, the Torres Strait, and Papua. In the process of creating
underwater pictures, by arranging coral stock and reef fish in an aquarium on the
shores of a Papuan island, they created the perfect conditions for the
phenomenon now called ‘coral bleaching’.
As the sun bore down on the aquarium, and the water temperature rose, as silt
gathered and oxygen became depleted, the artist and scientist became
increasingly frustrated by coral ‘slime’. It made the water opaque and spoilt the
picture. What was it? Eventually they resorted to the most efficient way of
keeping the tropical water crystal clear: they removed the living polyps from the
limestone and bleached the animal-free structures in the sun.
One photograph that survives of that 1922 expedition is simply uncanny.
Captured through the glass front of the aquarium, it shows living corals in the
process of bleaching by expelling strands of zooxanthellae into cloudy water. It is
a portent of things to come for the fate of the world’s coral reefs subjected to
human–induced global warming and climate change.
An Internet of Water – methods for building networks within More-than-human
contexts
Ms Birgit Bachler (PhD Candidate, School of design, Victoria University of
Wellington)
In this paper, I present creative methods for building and Internet of Things (IoT)
for and together with marginalised waters as more-than-human communities.
Departing from the concept of an Internet of Things as a means to give voice to
non-human ‘things’ I develop experimental prototypes for digital networks and
DIY electronic devices as artistic interventions, to imagine novel ways of (re)connecting with disconnected waters and their more-than-human ecosystems. In
my doctoral research, I specifically engage with local Wellington stream ecologies
that have largely disappeared from the cityscape and have been piped
underground due to urban development. Through ethnographic fieldwork and
participatory design research, I explore how IoT technology can be creatively

employed to capture the complex narratives and multiple perspectives on
Wellington's urban waters. Data collected during fieldwork combines a variety of
knowledges through interviews and observations as well as audio and video field
recordings and sensor data such as GPS, humidity, conductivity, temperature.
Following an iterative design approach, the fieldwork stimulates the production of
technological and design artefacts which act both as artistic outputs as well as
means for further data collection. The paper concludes with a discussion of the
challenges and opportunities of creating and evaluating designs within a morethan-human context.
This PhD research is conducted under the supervision of Dr Anne Galloway in the
More-than-Human Lab (School of Design) and Dr Dugal McKinnon (School of
Music).
Abstracts: PARALLEL SESSION 2
PANEL: TRIBUTARIES, NODES AND NETWORKS
Organised by Birgit Bachler (Artist, PhD candidate Victoria University of
Wellington & Lecturer Massey University of Wellington) with Ms Vicki Smith
(Artist), Ms Jo Tito, Ms Sophie Jerramb (co-director, Letting Space PhD
candidate) Victoria University of Wellington and Copenhagen University,
Kedron Parker (Wellington based public artist), Dr Leah Barclay (Sound artist,
composer and researcher)
This panel discusses the role of contemporary media art practice as a catalyst to
cultivate ecological sensitivities towards the wellbeing of local water bodies in
and around Aotearoa/New Zealand. Recent events, such as the granting of
personhood to the Māori-significant Whanganui River stand in contrast to the
growing concern around the decreasing health of our waters and its more-thanhuman communities. Artistic engagement takes form at multiple scales from
single provocations to entire art festivals and hui/gatherings such as “Common
Ground: Hutt Public Art Festival” or “Water, Power, Peace” dedicated to water.
Local media art practitioners who address water issues often situate themselves
in a networked, open source context of ecological activism by developing
artworks that serve as platforms for public engagement, participation and placemaking. Artists take the challenge of engaging with the complexity of various
knowledges and perspectives on water. For example, community-focused art

projects such as “Citizen Water Map Lab” or “Breathe” employ citizen science
approaches and invite new audiences and novices to a previously expert-only
territory applying creative approaches to scientific methods and data
representation. The participatory artwork “Citizen Water Map Lab” invites
citizens to test their water quality, the art-science installation “Breathe” brings
together local communities and experts around issues of fish habitat in streams.
Works like “Kumutoto Stream” or “Wildthings.io” aim to reconnect city dwellers
to forgotten and invisible urban streams. Kumutoto Stream re-introduces the
sonic environment of the underground piped stream back to the surface of the
city. Wildthings.io explores new sensory experiences of urban streams through
the use of Internet of Things Technology. Panellists will discuss connections
between different waters as an artistic medium and explore modes of sensing,
walking, listening to and creating with water, as methods for being with and
caring for our local waters.
He taura whiri kotahi mai anō te kopunga tai no i te pu au
From the source to the mouth of the sea all things are joined together as one
PANEL: SITUATED KNOWLEDGE AND THE SEA
Whose values and knowledge counts in marine decision-making? Reflections
from the Marlborough Sounds in New Zealand
Dr Charlotte Šunde (Social Scientist, Cawthron Institute, NZ)
A valuation framework is a way of organising information about the things that
matter to people, in this case to inform decision-making about New Zealand’s
marine environment. Yet, the valuation frameworks in common usage in
environmental law typically fall short of representing the things that deeply
matter to people: their love for the places they live; appreciation for the beauty
and solitude of the sea; and their desire to see the aspirations of their diverse
local communities flourish. We challenge the notion that a valuation framework is
a neutral tool into which pre-existing things called ‘values’ are populated through
a presumed objective exercise of identification and assessment. Rather, we argue
that valuation frameworks can be active in progressing particular interests and
might be viewed as ‘value-articulating institutions’ (Jacobs 1997; Vatn 2005, 2009)
that reinforce the actors, arenas and institutional settings in which they are
embedded. The legislative framework for environmental decision-making in New
Zealand typically pits applicants against submitters, at great cost and emotional
burden to both sides. Arguments supporting or opposing proposed marine

developments are framed within categories of value that have been
predetermined by the law and which, in turn, shape people’s expressions of
concern and the arguments and evidence they feel they can legitimately present.
We examine the experiences of different ‘value-holders’ in the Marlborough
Sounds region of New Zealand, in their attempts to express their values within
various legal frameworks and decision-making processes relating to
developments in their marine environment. Through interviews, engagement
with local Māori iwi, a field trip and workshop, our Sustainable Seas project team
have gained insights into whose values and knowledge counts in marine decisionmaking.
Stronger Together: The Cross-Cultural Coalition to Stop a Fossil Fuel Export
Terminal in the Salish Sea
Ms Margaret L. Allen (Education Policy Fellow at NOAA’s Office of Education,
Washington D.C.)
Indigenous and non-indigenous coalitions have the potential to both empower
communities and affect the policy agenda. Differing worldviews and varying levels
of power in legal, social, and political matters, however, often complicate these
relationships. As a case study, this paper analyzes the coalition and advocacy
alliances formed to stop the Gateway Pacific Terminal, a proposed coal export
facility at Cherry Point, Washington, USA, near the fishing grounds of the
indigenous Lummi Nation. Interviews provide insight into the various
environmental and faith-based actors that formed a relationship with the
indigenous community, located on the Puget Sound. The results of these
interviews show the Lummi Nation’s desire for community capacity building
against potential exploitation and colonialism in ocean spaces. Applying the
Advocacy Coalition Framework to this case study demonstrates: 1) how this
alliance has formed, 2) how it is affecting policy, and 3) what power imbalances
may exist. Further analysis of this qualitative data provides guidance to
indigenous groups and potential advocates on gathering their resources and
uniting their core beliefs to successfully form future coalitions. On May 9, 2016,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers denied the construction commencement permit
of the Gateway Pacific Terminal project. The agency stated that this decision was
the result of the Lummi Nation’s legal right to access their fishing grounds;
however, the advocacy of the coalition brought additional pressure and
influenced the permit process. This successful coalition highlights the ability of
various advocacy groups and indigenous communities to strengthen relationships

and impact the policy process.
Time to Talk about Women and the Ocean
Ms Farah Obaidullah (Ocean Advocate and Founder of Women4Oceans, MA
Environmental Technology)
Our ocean is in crisis. Decades of abuse threaten marine life at an unprecedented
rate. For generations, men have largely controlled the destiny of our species and
its impacts on others. As a global community, we are realizing the need for
change. The United Nations now has a dedicated Sustainable Development Goal
to "achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls". Research shows
that gender equality and diversity in business boosts performance and brings
about greater innovation.
Women represent almost half of the fisheries workforce and account for 80 % of
consumers in the developed world, yet are completely underrepresented in
decision-making around resource management or conservation. Equally
ambitious, women have different perspectives on life and therefore bring
different qualities to the table.
It is time we recognize diversity in all its forms as a key driver for change.
Restoring gender balance is not about equality for the sake of fairness alone, it is
about harnessing our full potential as a species. To truly learn to live in harmony
with our environment, women need to be as much a part of shaping our
collective destiny as men.
Women4Oceans (W4O) is an initiative that connects, supports and amplifies the
actions of women around the world working for a healthy ocean. It is the first
platform to target women specifically. W4O seeks to profile women across
geographies, ethnicities and sectors with the aim of generating role models that
appeal to multiple demographics.
A panel on Women for the Ocean would allow us to touch on a range of issues
from the role of women in fisheries to women in conservation and the barriers we
face both in developing countries, where women often work in isolation and in
developed countries where gender stereotyping affects female contributions
towards the discourse around ocean governance.
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Abstract: PARALLEL SESSION 3
PANEL: REPRESENTING THE SEA
BP Offers Swimming Lessons: Humor and Sea Level Rise in Contemporary
Literature and Media
A/Prof Teresa Shewry (English, University of California)
This conference paper explores the question of what humor--often written off as
a mode that is not serious--might bring to cultures facing severe oceanic
upheavals in the context of climate change. A number of contemporary New
Zealand and Australian writers call up humor in their representations of current
and future communities affected by sea level rise. Jane Rawson’s novel A Wrong
Turn at the Office of Unmade Lists (2013), for example, offers a tragi-comic
imaginary of people struggling to survive amid severe flooding and social
inequality in Melbourne in 2030. Humor may seem inappropriate, or even to
bring its own violence, in contemporary struggles to care for the oceans. After an
Australian politician joked about sea level rise, for example, another politician
responded, “any leader who doesn’t take climate change seriously is not fit to
lead.” Offering examples from literary works, short films, and blog posts, in this
talk, I emphasize the dangers and potential of humorous representations of
marine environmental change. Through formal techniques such as irony, sarcasm,
and caricature, literary writers critically confront contexts of social inaction,
extreme socio-geographic disproportion, and the undermining of facts in relation
to sea level rise. They also use humor--largely marginalized in many other
contemporary narratives of marine environmental change--to reach and
recognize new participants in environmental culture and to emphasize that
sustaining the seas might include creativity and even, at times, lightheartedness.
Documentary, the Digital and the Temporal Imagination: Oceans and the
Moving Image
A/Prof Belinda Smaill (Film and Screen Studies, Monash University)

In the contemporary era, increasing awareness of anthropogenic environmental
change has coincided with the diversification of moving image technologies.
Scientists are increasingly utilising visual technologies to present data about
nonhuman phenomena and this has resulted in a proliferation of online
technologies such as shark tracking websites, interactive sea level rise maps and
coastal webcams. Documentarians have also turned to the web, producing a
wave of interactive documentaries (also known as database or desktop
documentary). Examples include Troubled Waters (2015), Fin (2017), and Offshore
(2016). This paper explores how the non-fiction moving image is transforming
across media, repurposed in ways that signal different understandings of ocean
ontologies, life and the utility of representation and verisimilitude. I suggest that
time (history and moving image duration) must be key to an evaluation of these
examples. Oceans have their own important relationship to planetary and human
history. As Elizabeth DeLoughrey observes “scientific discourse has positioned the
ocean as evolutionary origin for life on earth and, given the imminent threat of
sea level rise, our anticipated destiny.” The temporality of indexicality and
conceptualisations of historical time are also key issues in documentary studies.
This paper, drawing on film studies methodologies and work in the environmental
humanities, explores the intersection of these temporal concerns. Central to this
discussion is how predictive and locative oceanic technologies and the new
flexible narratives of interactive documentary grapple with questions of
uncertainty and possible futures. The stakes of this project are significant—the
way we narrativise ecological futures is crucial to the possibility for imagining
alternative futures, beyond singular stories of catastrophe and loss.
Performing Nationalism in Canada’s Pacific Coastal Parks
Emma Morgan-Thorp (PhD Candidate, York University Theatre and Performance
Studies)
Taking up the question of “how to represent the oceans”, this paper examines the
way that coastal wildernesses are crafted in support of nationalist projects.
Through a close reading of websites, signs, and print promotional materials from
Canada’s Pacific Rim and Gulf Islands National Parks, and with attention to the
way that the Canada 150 ‘celebrations’ are taken up by these organizations, I
consider what kind of relationship with the Pacific Ocean and its shores is being
fostered, indeed scripted, in service of a colonizing project.
I ask how such Parks materials can be understood to choreograph public
movement through National Parks: how can the lens of performance studies

assist in parsing the National Parks projects? Drawing upon the work of Sto:lo
musicologist Dylan Robinson, I critique the inclusionary reconciliatory desires of
the Parks narrative. Turning to Simon Coleman and Mike Crang’s work on tourism
as performance, I consider how place is created through ecotourist narratives.
How are human relationships with the ocean constructed in relation to a
Canadian nationalism devised in coastal Parks, and who are the audiences
addressed by Parks materials?
Eve Tuck and Marcia Mackenzie’s Place in Research is instrumental to my
understanding of how place is written and directed in Canadian colonial
discourse. Considering the stakeholders for the use and protection of these places
– the Tla-o-qui-aht First Nation, the National Parks, and environmentalist groups,
for instance – I analyse how humans are relating to the ocean in two places where
it is constructed as an integral part of the Canadian identity. I hope that broaching
these questions can lead to the resolution of more material concerns such as how
nonindigenous Canadians might decolonize our love of the Coast, and call upon
our National Parks to decolonize their relationship with the ocean.
Turning the Tide on Whaling: Print News Media and the Whaling Controversy in
Australia 1975-80
Mr Harry Dillon (Journalism Lecturer, Charles Sturt University)
Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser addressed the House of Representatives in
Canberra on Wednesday April 4 1979 to flag a radically revised national stance on
the issue of commercial whaling. His government’s consequent, comprehensive
rejection of whaling marked not only the demise of an Australian industry that
had existed on-and-off for nearly two centuries, but also a major public policy
switch
that
did
not
seem
imminent
just a few years previously. The policy reversal was based on full acceptance of
findings from an official inquiry into whaling, which had been triggered by a
relatively brief period during which the previously low-profile issue burst onto
Australia’s political agenda. Concurrently, the cause of saving whales gripped
popular consciousness and formed the foundations for what was to become a
thriving coastal industry based on viewing the migrating animals rather than
killing them. The emergence and resolution of the whaling controversy in
Australia from 1975 to 1980 resulted in near-consensus among interest groups
and public opinion, to an extent that is rare in respect of controversial issues. This
confluence was reflected in news coverage by mainstream media, which began to
focus – for the first time – on commercial whaling as an eco-environmental issue

in which there was significant community interest. My research into print news
coverage of the whaling industry points to rapid encompassing of the relevant
issues by previously-indifferent media outlets, in response to perceived shifts in
popular consensus. This coverage amplified the ongoing shift, reinforced the
influence of pro-conservation groups on general society, and helped to focus
pressure on political decision-makers. My findings offer insights into how news
media play out their social roles and influence the formulation of public policy on
issues pertaining to
PANEL: FISH AS FOOD
How fish becomes non-halal: Initial reflections on traditional vs ‘modern’ catfish
culture and consumption in contemporary Indonesia
MS Arum Budiastuti (PhD Candidate, University of Sydney, Universitas
Airlangga)
Halal is a concept in Islam mainly referring to whether some food is proper or
permitted for human consumption. All food is halal, except pork and porcine
elements, blood, and alcohol. In the Islamic holy book, the Quran, it is also
stipulated that all marine animals are halal, alive or dead. In practice, however,
the verses have been interpreted differently for centuries. The Shiites do not
consume fish without scales, and some Sunni schools of thought believe that
aquatic animals living both in and out of water, such as crabs and oysters, are not
fit for human consumption and declared as ‘doubtful’. Clarias genus, or catfish, is
one example of freshwater fish which has received this status. It has no scales and
can survive out of water as long as its skin stays moist. In recent debates,
determining the halal status of catfish is not only based on the animal’s physical
properties. One of the concerns raised regarding the halalness or consumability of
catfish is the way it is cultured. In some rural areas in Indonesia, catfish ponds are
usually located behind the owner’s house, serving as sewage tank and allowing
the fish to feed on human waste and other waste materials like kitchen rubbish
and even dead animals. This method of culture was valued as a local wisdom and
a ‘green’ practice several decades ago. With the advent of fish culture technology
and the rising awareness of halalness, however, the practice is now
problematised. Some feel disgusted and consider catfish to be non-halal; there is
also an increasing movement of ‘halal’ and ‘modern’ fish cultures, among some
others, as alternatives to the traditional method of fish culture. Despite its
controversy, pecel lele (crispy fried catfish with chilli paste) continues to be a

famous street delicacy in Java, where it is often hailed as the food of the poor for
its cheap price and ubiquity. Reflecting on these different practices of catfish
cultures and consumptions, this paper aims to capture the competing discourses
of proper fish and fish culture and the way ‘halal’, ‘green’, and ‘modern’ concepts
are juxtaposed, contested, and (re)defined. It also seeks to understand how these
different practices of fish culture and consumption are related with class and
religiosity.
Late nights and live tanks: habitus and ritual at Golden Century
Dr Nancy Lee (Sustainable Fish Lab)
Golden Century Seafood Restaurant in Sydney’s Chinatown is open until 4am. It is
many things to many people: a big, bustling restaurant full of Chinese families; an
aquarium with kids’ faces pressed up to the tanks full of fish, crustaceans, and
abalone plugged to glass. It’s also a respite for the chefs of Sydney who amble in
after knock-off time, well after most of Sydney have headed to bed. The most
conspicuous part of Golden Century is its live seafood tanks. This paper considers
the cultural ritual of eating live seafood from a tank, and the kinds of ‘classed
selves’ (Skeggs 2004) this consumption produces. Specifically, what does this
mean when chefs do it, and what does it mean when a Chinese family sitting
around a lazy susan do it?
I am interested in the ways who we are and what we do construct what we know.
Beverley Skeggs argues that class is always working though categorisations of
nation, gender, race; and across different sites, from popular culture to academic
theory (2004). Elspeth Probyn folds this into a consideration of ‘affective habitus’
(2016) and argues that ‘how we care or don’t care is very much a question of
habitus’ (p. 35). I want to use my own habitus as a Chinese woman, along with my
academic work in researching and writing about chefs and their evolving social
and cultural status, to examine the differences of caring and production of
cultural value by these two groups at Golden Century.
In considering the microcosm of Golden Century and its rituals, this paper
attempts to respond to Probyn’s suggestion that exploring the politics of caring in
complex, ‘more than human’ entanglements ‘is through detail, through relating
stories and experiences, through paying attention to the intersections of human
and fish lives’ (Probyn 2016, p. 34).

Sushi in the United States: Raw Fish and the Construction of Edibility
Mr Jonas House (PhD Candidate, Department of Geography, University of
Sheffield)
Sushi, now a globally enjoyed food, first achieved widespread popularity outside
of Japan when it became established in the United States. Many accounts
attribute the rise of sushi in the US to the California Roll, a sushi roll made
without raw fish and with the seaweed ‘hidden’ on the inside. While this dish may
indeed have helped to introduce reluctant diners to sushi, it is not mentioned in
print until 1979, by which time Americans had been eating sushi for twenty years.
In this paper, I explain how sushi became established in metropolitan areas of the
United States during the 1950s and 1960s. I argue that the US public acceptance
of sushi is not simply attributable to ‘gateway dishes’ like the California Roll, or
the activities of ‘heroic entrepreneurs’ who begun selling sushi to the US public.
Although important, key dishes and pioneering restaurants were not generative
of the conditions for sushi to be accepted in America, but rather symptomatic of
them. I identify factors that constituted the conditions for sushi to become an
edible, feasible and desirable foodstuff in the US. These include social, political,
legal, technological, economic, and material elements. In particular, I argue that
the discursive context for the US acceptance of sushi was considerably more
propitious than is generally acknowledged. I also argue that sushi can be
understood as part of the broader growth in popularity of Japanese cuisine in the
US, which was also constituted by the wide range of factors discussed. In the
context of these conditions, the ‘sudden’ US public acceptance of raw fish
becomes more comprehensible. In concluding I indicate lessons that may be
learned from the example of sushi, regarding how novel foods, both fish-based
and otherwise, become successfully established.
Portuguese and British eaters and the enactment of fresh fish knowledge
Dr Monica Truninger (Institute of Social Sciences, University of Lisbon) , Dr
João Baptista (Institute of Social Sciences, University of Lisbon) ; Dr Angela
Meah (Department of Geography, The University of Sheffield) ; Prof David
Evans (Department of Geography, The University of Sheffield) ; Prof Peter
Jackson (Department of Geography, The University of Sheffield)
Among the EU Member States, Portugal registers the highest per capita
consumption of fish and seafood products, with 55,3 kg reported in 2014,
whereas in the UK figures are much lower. However, in recent years there has

been an increase in UK per capita consumption (24,9% in 2014, 1% more than in
2013) (EUMOFA, 2016). The British fish and shellfish market value has been rising
to £3.4 billion in 2016 and is forecast to reach £3.9 billion by 2021 (MINTEL 2016).
This paper departs from the ‘realms of ocean-fish-human entanglement’ (Probyn,
2016) and focuses on eaters’ knowledge and engagement with fish freshness,
through the shopping, monitoring and handling of fish. We followed the
sedimented traces of eaters’ knowledge enacted through previous past
experiences, sensorial and embodied skills, the material cues left on fish bodies
that denounce freshness or spoilage. In the paper we explore how are all these
articulated through the nexus of doings and sayings (Schatzki, 2002) carried out
by fish eaters in disparate spaces like fishmongers, supermarkets and home
kitchens. We discuss how local vs distance oceans and fish from the ‘wild’ vs fish
from ‘aquaculture’ complicates such sensory and embodied judgements. Drawing
on interviews and ethnographic observation with British and Portuguese families
the paper discusses the appreciation of freshness (tastes, smells, textures) and
the daily trade-offs in the procurement, judgement and handling of fish between
price, provenance, safety, health, environmental concerns as part of the
enactment of eaters’ knowledge of fish freshness.
EUMOFA (2016), The EU Fish Market, Brussels: European Commission
MINTEL (2016). Fish and shellfish - UK, Mintel.
Probyn, Elsbeth (2016), Eating the Ocean, Durham and London: Duke University
Press.
Schatzki, Theodore (2002), The Site of the Social: A Philosophical Account of the
Constitution of Social Life and Change, Penn State University Press.
PANEL: AQUATIC AFFECT
The Great White Stage: World Park Antarctica and the “politics of caring” in The
Greenpeace eco-theater on The Ice
Prof Leslie Carol Roberts (California College of the Arts)
In 1985, high-level governmental conversations around Antarctica centered on
resource exploitation. The environmental group Greenpeace decided to shift the
rhetorical emphasis from “how might we exploit” to “how might we preserve”
and thus direct environmental campaigning for World Park Antarctica came to life
– via a series of Greenpeace expeditions to the Antarctic. Greenpeace, the
brainchild of journalist Robert Hunter and others in 1970s Canada, had made a
name for itself through the use of startling images -- exquisite environmental

beauty and horrific animal slaughter and habitat destruction. Hunter called these
images “mind bombs” and was heavily influenced by his fellow Canadian and
media theorist Marshall McLuhan. Greenpeace perfected the use of images and
words to shape public opinion and shift private and public debate. The arguments
around World Park Antarctica and the notion of a “commons” owned by none,
therefore owned by all, were unfamiliar to many at the time. Greenpeace
therefore had a multi-faceted communications approach, which equally engaged
Antarctic Treaty members as peers and legal experts and the public, through the
use of photography from Antarctica, showing both pristine lands and despoiled
lands; in the more temperate zones, Greenpeace offered performance/protests in
Europe, New Zealand, and Australia, wearing penguin costumes and holding signs
at protests. Yet the largest performance piece was the recreation of Antarctic
expeditions via the acquisition of a ship and technology to build a “base” near the
famed hut of Robert Falcon Scott.
This talk will introduce an overview of the Greenpeace expeditions to Antarctica,
with particular focus on specific direct actions in the Ross Sea at McMurdo and
bases on the Antarctic Peninsula. These protests offered Antarctic “mind bombs”
for a new generation of citizens. It will explore the “politics of caring” and the
tactics of humor and shame, as well as how media channels were used as tools to
create an eco drama set amidst the Great White Stage. Performative protest in
the Antarctic and its success on the global stage has broad implications at a time
when our planet is under threat and large, controversial projects such as the
Dakota Access Pipeline, grip the attention of many Americans.
Oceania rising: An ontology of Blue.
Ms Kim Satchell (PhD Candidate, Southern Cross University)
This mother has a big heart though; she adopts anyone who loves her.
Our Sea of Islands
Epili Hau’ofa (1993: 11)
The spell of the oceanic upon the human imagination, retains a compelling
influence that reaches back to antiquity and forward this century. In the early 21st
Century the collective impact of human behaviour on the ocean, could not be
more stark in contrast, given the indifference, exploitation and devastation
emerging in every quarter. Once considered to be inestimable and inexhaustible
the tenuous fate of life in the ocean is now inextricably bound up with more
obvious human vulnerabilities and errors. Hau’ofa’s (1993 my emphasis) seminal

definition of Oceania ‘as a sea of islands’ holds now as a prophetic vision for the
planet, encompassing a cosmopolitan ethos and ecological sensibility, suggesting
here an ontology of blue that calls forth a people to a new environmental culture.
In this light what role might the environmental humanities play to bring to bear
useful and ameliorative responses of substantive worth. In this paper, I identify
two worth consideration, to discuss their further practical implications. The first
involves using the imagination for contemplation and action attuned to current
dilemmas, while resisting pessimism and empty rhetoric. The second, concerns
promoting everyday creativity among grassroots constituents of ordinary cultural
formations, as publics and creative research collaborations. The aim of creative
environmental research is to apply principles gleaned from studies in creativity
and everyday life studies with two significant outcomes in the process. Everyday
creativity operates potentially as little-c creativity, contributing to the quality of
day-to-day life for people and place, while also becoming the seedbed for big-C
creativity with the potential for social change and advances in civil society for the
more-than human and the environment, in keeping with the conference theme.
Reference
Hau’ofa, E. (1993). A New Oceania: Rediscovering our Sea of Islands, USP, Suva,
“Who thinks like the dying sea?”
Dr Erin Fitz-Henry (Anthropology and Development Studies, University of
Melbourne)
“Who thinks like the dying sea?,” wonders Michel Serres in the opening chapter
to his 2012 Biogea. “I can no longer hear the surf… without deciphering those
canonic calls: mayday, help me, come help me!” (Serres 2012: 88). What might it
mean to respond to these “canonic calls” in ways that avoid, as Serres has argued
for the better part of five decades, the aggressive fragmentation of narrowly
specialized knowledges? How might we learn to think and theorize in accordance
with the rhythms, tempos, and cadences of oceanic currents? And how might
these new (or perhaps very old?) ways of knowing expand the kinds of political
conversations in which we are currently engaged? In this essay, I explore the
place of oceans in the later work of the often-neglected French social theorist,
Michel Serres. The son of a bargeman and a sailor himself, images of the seas
appear frequently in his later writing, particularly as part of his repeated calls for
a “natural contract” with the non-human world. Tracing these images across two
of his later texts while putting them into conversation with recent struggles for
environmental justice in the Gulf of Mexico following the 2010 British Petroleum

oil spill, I suggest that although Serres’ invocations of oceans serve multiple
existential, literary, and political purposes, they make their most important
contributions as calls for radically new and more holistic approaches to
knowledge-making about the oceans – approaches that find important
resonances in the work of these activists. As he concludes: “We think a world
burst into technologies, sciences, separated languages. Our meaning lies in
scattered limbs… What love will reunite them? That’s the project of a thought,
the program of a language, the hope of life” (2012: 103).

texts privilege the temporality of seaweeds in order to theorize the different
contours of insurgency in the area.

Niger Delta theatre and the temporality of the seaweeds: Reflections on Ahmed
Yerima’s Theatre
Mr Henry Obi Ajumeze (PhD Candidate, Centre for African Studies, University of
Cape Town)

Understanding multi-scalar policy translation through the images of national
practitioners: a case of Pacific islands coastal fisheries
Dr Andrew M. Song (ARC Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies, James
Cook University); Ms Pip J. Cohen (WorldFish, c/o ARC Centre of Excellence for
Coral Reef Studies); Dr Quentin Hanich (ANCORS, University of Wollongong); Dr
Tiffany H. Morrison (ARC Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies, James
Cook University)

The representation of the Niger Delta insurgency in cultural texts is often
registered from the viewpoint of human history, an approach that foregrounds
the politics of resistance against the Multinational oil corporations in ways that
ignore the contribution of the non-human elements in the region. In this study, I
seek to understand the ways in which the several rivers in the Delta are imagined
in the works that I describe as the Niger Delta drama, to examine and analyze
how the watery spaces exercise social and political agencies in the unfolding
events in the Niger Delta politics. I argue that dramatists writing about the Delta
have captured the ecological relations between militant activities of the youth
insurgents and the seaweeds that spread across the networks of the River Niger
in ways that inscribe the organic nonhuman entities in the centre-stage of the
region's political ecology of militarism. These theatrical representations sought to
interrogate the anthropocentric history of insurgency by paying attention to the
performance of materiality and temporality, enacting the means through which
the region's several rivers and tributaries produce “vital material” agency that
inflects the historical struggle in the Delta. Using Ahmed Yerima’s
plays Ipomu (2010) and Hard Ground (2011), the study reflects on the
subjectivities of these bio-geographic relations, exploring the ecological condition
in which the seasonal and spatio-temporal dynamics of rivers constitute
significant interventions in the performance of militarism. The vast basin where
River Niger empties into the Atlantic Ocean, Niger Delta is one the world’s largest
wetlands which topography is characterized by a network of creeks, mangroves,
swamps, estuaries, forests and marine alga. Drawing on these characters to stage
a drama that makes connection between the seascape and the timescape, the
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International agreements forged between heads of states require translation into
the national policy domain in order to facilitate on-the-ground implementation.
Despite conventional optimism, the issue of multi-scalar policy adoption remains
a significant challenge. This study focuses on understanding the national-level
‘readiness’ for the uptake of supranational policies. It does so by elucidating an
approach that combines the instrumental perspective of policy coherence with
the cognitive-normative aspect that draws on the policy images of government
officers. The case of two global/regional guidelines on coastal fisheries in the
Pacific – the ‘Small-Scale Fisheries Guidelines’ and ‘the New Song’ – is explored
through a document comparison of the policies produced at the two levels
(supranational and national), followed by a series of interviews with fisheries
officers in charge of policy deliberation and delivery. Building on interactive
governance theory and borrowing a three country setting of Kiribati, Solomon
Islands and Vanuatu, we find general coherence between the two levels of
policies except emerging social themes such as ‘gender’ and ‘human rights-based
approach’. The perceptions and interpretations of the fisheries officers are shown
to be useful in explaining the observed pattern. More crucially, such practitioners’
images (encompassing judgements, aspirations and convictions) represent the
dynamic, nuanced and personal attributes involved in policy interpretation and
implementation. In seeing the multi-scalar policy adoption as a translational
process facilitated by the national-level bureaucrats, we argue that images offer

practical and context-driven insights that mediate policy ideas into action, which
forms an important element towards realizing successful uptake of international
consensus.
“When penalising harm is a form of harm: Marine resource enforcement in
South Africa”
Dr Marieke Norton (African Climate Change and Development Initiative,
University of Cape Town)
The notion of harm is central to the model of governance currently employed by
the Compliance Section of South Africa’s Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries: Fisheries Branch. The reactive nature of the protocol that Compliance
inspectors are expected to follow, means that the penalisation of harm has
superseded the prevention of harm as the de facto goal of the section. This
approach does not, therefore, actively protect the marine resources and
livelihoods in questions, but reactively judges and punishes. This does not offer
incentives to comply, and so does little to preserve the marine fauna illegally
harvested. Furthermore, it neglects to attends to issues of well-being, which is
advocated by the Ecosystems Approach to Fisheries that South Africa has
committed to implementing. The EAF seeks to promote well-being in both the
social and ecological spheres, and to promote good governance in order to ensure
the longevity of working relationships that support such attempts at well-being.
However, “good governance”, or “the ability to achieve”, is largely spoken of in
institutional or regulatory terms that do not acknowledge the centrality of people
to this process – either as fishers or as law enforcers. We argue that “good
governance” also needs to be considered in terms of well-being, both for the
ecosystem and for the entanglement of human relations that aggregates around
it. This will allow the focus on penalising harm to be complemented by effective
efforts to prevent it.
Governing migratory resources
Ms Mialy Andriamahefazafy (PhD Candidate, Institut de Ge`opolis-Mouline,
Université de Lausanne)
A political ecology study of tuna fisheries in the Western Indian Ocean. In the past
five years, the state of our oceans has been at the centre of media’s attention.
Recent reports stated that marine species populations suffer catastrophic
declines including tuna with a decline of more than 70% between 1970 and 2010.

As migratory resources, tunas travel across different countries’ territorial waters,
exclusive economic zones, and the open sea.
In the Western Indian Ocean (WIO), they cross various economic exclusive zones
of countries. The WIO region, representing around 5% of our oceans, yet it
contributes to 12% of the global tuna catch. Tuna resources are exploited by
countries of the WIO and also by foreign countries, mainly those of the European
Union and Asia. The management of this shared resource is therefore complex
and dependent on interactions between the stakeholders involved in the fishery
(from the local
fishermen, to the national and foreign industrial fleets) to other entities such as
governments, RFMOs and NGOs. At a time when quotas are just starting to be in
place in the Indian Ocean, it is important to explore the lessons learned in tuna
fisheries’ governance in the WIO region.
Using a political ecology approach, the study looks at the socio-economic factors
and access politics that shape tuna fisheries in the region and investigates the
potential commonalities and differences in the management of tuna fisheries.
The research uses three countries as case studies: Madagascar, Mauritius and
Seychelles. This presentation aims at sharing some preliminary findings of these
various aspects of the fishery’s governance and discussing the challenges that the
region may face in light of the recent management measures adopted by
countries at the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission.
PANEL: ETHICS OF ENCOUNTERS
Beyond the Verbiage: Consumerism through Tourism and its manifestations in
small islands and remote places.
Ms Lea Kannar-Lichtenberger (Artist/ MA, MFA, Sydney College of the Arts)
‘Beyond the Verbiage’ are encounters with the environment, grappling with the
knowledge that so much has been written about our consumerist contemporary
society and Climate Change, yet still we as a community and governments are
failing to protect that which cannot protect itself.
Over the past 3 years I have been investigating, with onsite research, small islands
and isolated environments. These among many others are gathering increasing
interest for the consumerist travellers ‘bucket list’. A deception is being

perpetrated on us the consumer, David Attenborough comes into our homes via
the documentary wanting us to care about the fragile isolated place, however the
resulting manifestation is to create the desire to touch and feel this for ourselves,
to consume another utopian destination.
Through video, sound and installations my investigations work to create
awareness about the impact the international traveller is having globally but
especially in places once deemed only for the experienced intrepid traveller. My
examinations include the Galapagos Islands (Ecuador), Faroe Islands (the North
Sea) Lord Howe Island (NSW) and Deception Island (Antarctica). With its
interdisciplinary eco-critical vision traversing the traditional disciplinary
boundaries between the sciences and humanities, these explorations are just one
small part of a greater discussion. A verbiage of dialogue confronts and confounds
the traveller, rarely however is it about the impact they will have by doing this
journey, and I am not talking ‘carbon footprint’.
‘Beyond the Verbiage’ is just one part of a discourse to increase awareness of
how society’s seemingly simple actions in travelling potentially have a disastrous
‘butterfly effect’ on such remote and utopian destinations.
Tourist Imaginaries and Subaquatic Materialities: “I only came on this trip to get
a photo of me and that fish in the brochure”.
Dr Elizabeth R. Straughan (School of Geography, University of Melbourne)
A bikini clad woman ducks under the water in her snorkel gear pausing
momentarily above a section of the Great Barrier Reef just long enough for Grace,
the days ‘in water photographer’, to take a crisp shot of her human subject and
the spectacular coral behind her. Looking up from the digital camera’s screen
Grace saw the snorkeler signal towards the surface. Obliging, she inflated her
Buoyancy Control Device so that her head rose above the water where she was
greeted with a request: “Can you make the fish come up? I want fish in my
picture”.
In this paper, I draw on empirics taken from interviews with underwater
photographers working on the Great Barrier and Ningaloo reefs, and textual
analysis of tourist marketing brochures to consider an aquatic liveliness (Bear
2016) at odds with consumer expectations and demands instilled through
representational media. Drawing on the experiences of underwater
photographers aiming to capture immersive human and non-human encounters
this paper addresses the undersea environment as a space of leisure and labour

where tourist imaginaries collide with aquatic materialities and non-human
lifeworlds, creating ‘the potential to transform the way all of those
involved…think about and encounter life on a blue planet’ (Picken 2015, 6)
Bear, Christopher 2017. Assembling ocean life: more-than-human entanglements
in the Blue economy. Dialogues in Human Geography 7 (1)
Picken, F. (2015) ‘Accounting the blue planet in tourism: Undersea and the
opportunity for inclusive approaches to knowledge production’ in Wilson, E., &
Witsel, M. (Eds.) Rising Tides and Sea Changes: Adaptation and Innovation in
Tourism and Hospitality: Proceedings of the 25th Annual CAUTHE Conference,
Gold Coast, Queensland, 2-5 February 2015. Southern Cross University: Gold
Coast.
Polluted Leisure’ and A Politics of Care
Dr Clifton Evers (School of Arts and Cultures, Newcastle University) and Mr
James Davoll (School of Arts and Cultures, Newcastle University)
Where the Tees Rivers (UK) meets the North Sea has been a focal point of trade,
industrialisation, and leisure for centuries. Prior to industrialisation the site was
clean, healthy, and famous for salmon. Industrialisation has led to chemical,
petrochemical, and sewage pollution. Despite the pollution people continue to
engage in what Robert A. Stebbins (1992) calls ‘serious leisure’ in this seascape.
Surfing and fishing enthusiasts regularly fall ill.
In this session we explore how serious leisure enthusiasts are negotiating care for
the environment, the community, themselves, family, and place in the seascape
and as part of a coastal community that is experiencing some of the worst
economic deprivation in the UK. We make use of collaboratively made (with the
enthusiasts, the River Tees, and the North Sea) provocations manifested as clips
from a short film in production, personal vignettes, and soundscapes to explore
the following questions: How do pollution and leisure function together to
influence a politics of care? What does it mean to ‘choose’ to live with pollution
through leisure and how does this shape what is considered as ‘sustaining the
seas’?
Initial findings include the expected, that some enthusiasts would like to clean up
the seascape. However, controversially, others are reticent to advocate for
environmental repair. Environmental immersion through outdoor leisure does

not simply equate to environmentalist awareness or advocacy, as we first
assumed. These enthusiasts favour certain ‘benefits’ environmental and
economic degradation have had for their individual serious leisure, rather than a
common good. Rather than simply dismiss this as selfishness we argue that this is
the presencing of what we call ‘polluted leisure’ during the late Capitalism of
post-industrial countries.
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Globalization and Fisheries Governance in the Asia-Pacific
A/Prof Kate Barclay (Global Studies Program, University of Technology Sydney)
and Dr Michael Fabinyi (School of Communication, University of Technology
Sydney)
While seafood commodities have long been traded transnationally, these
connections are being greatly magnified with the development of new
transportation and communication technologies, rising affluence in consumer
countries and the penetration of capital into what were once considered remote
coastal frontiers. In the Asia-Pacific, rapidly developing economies such as China
have led to increasing demand for imported seafood from across the region.
Coastal people across the Asia-Pacific have responded to the growing demand for
seafood by supplying international markets with commodities such as prawns,
live reef food fish, tuna, shark fin and sea cucumber. These processes of
globalization present a series of challenges not only for the environment itself but
also for environmental governance. Because of the scale, complexity and diverse
numbers of stakeholders involved in transnational seafood commodity chains,
globalization undermines the capacity for conventional fisheries management
under national government control. Many of the fisheries supplying transnational
commodity chains from the Asia-Pacific are overfished. Yet globalization also
generates new opportunities through NGO activity, markets and trade measures.
Certification that products are environmentally or socially responsibly sourced, in

particular, is becoming a highly influential form of governance. Drawing on
extensive empirical work on multiple seafood commodity chains across the
region, this presentation will examine the challenges and opportunities posed by
globalization for fisheries governance. Drawing on existing governance evaluation
frameworks, we critically assess current forms of fisheries governance dominant
in the Asia-Pacific, and how they have been affected by globalization.
Policy and the meanings of fish: the differentiation of sustainable seafood in
Australia
Ms Sonia Garcia Garcia (PhD Candidate, School of International Studies,
University of Technology Sydney)
Fish is a public good and a natural resource, managed by states on behalf of the
community to ensure its sustainability and prevent overfishing. Fish is also one of
the most traded commodities worldwide and trade is one of the main pressures
on the ecological, social, and economic sustainability of fisheries. The Australian
fisheries pursue the acknowledgment of their sustainable management by
citizens and consumers, in that this contributes to retain ‘social license to
operate’ and offset higher production costs. However, sustainable fisheries in
Australia remain largely undifferentiated at the retail level, leading to low
consumer awareness about their sustainability and to the industry concern to
increase awareness among communities and consumers. Diverging discursive
environments in the governance of fisheries, trade and consumer policy may
explain the reasons for this: what shared understandings on the nature of fish
prevail in different policy communities, what linguistic resources are deployed to
convene these understandings, how the differentiation of sustainable seafood is
constructed as a policy problem, what shared understandings about the problem
come to prevail, what rationalities of government underlie the policy choices. The
policies for the differentiation of sustainable seafood in Australia is a useful casestudy to examine how discourse analysis may be used to unveil the shared
understandings underlying instruments and actions in interactive fisheries
governance as well as the power relations involved in the processes of defining
and addressing ‘wicked problems’.
Rethinking the oceans: What will a Blue Future look like?
Dr Michelle Voyer (Australian National Centre for Ocean Resources and Security
(ANCORS), University of Wollongong)

The world’s oceans are entering a new phase. The oceans, historically viewed as
wilderness areas, are increasingly being reconceived as ‘development spaces’.
Countries around the world are looking to the oceans as the next major source of
economic growth and are embracing the idea of pursuing new and innovative
development opportunities in their marine jurisdictions. New narratives around
ocean use and development focus on care for the ocean and the people that use
it, yet built around a neoliberal focus on economic growth and a shift towards
privatisation of the ocean. Illustrative of this trend is the increasing reference to
the notion of a ‘Blue Economy’ amongst Governments, NGOs and industry
groups. The paper will explore the ways in which different actors are co-opting
this term in competing, and often conflicting ways. Four interpretations of the
Blue Economy are identified, through examination of dominant discourses around
the Blue Economy. The practical application of the Blue Economy model in
different contexts and the sectoral make up of a Blue Economy are explored in
light of these different interpretations. Areas of consensus and conflict between
the different interpretations are also explored, and the implications of these
conflicts discussed.
PANEL: INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH METHODS AND THE SEA
Dr Lucas Ihlein (School of the Arts, English and Media, University of
Wollongong); Ms Kim Williams (PhD Candidate, (School of the Arts, English and
Media, University of Wollongong); Dr Sarah Hamylton (School of Earth and
Environmental Sciences, University of Wollongong)
PANEL: TRANSDISCIPLINARY SEAS
Factories of Hyper Ecologies (Great Barrier Reef)
Dr Amaia Sanchez-Velasco (School of Architecture, University of Technology
Sydney)
In the Age of the Antropocene, oceans are shaped by networks of trade,
infrastructures and varied technologies of extraction. Selected areas of natural
conservation under the management of public and private institutions are staged
and curated pockets of “desirable” oceanic imaginaries. Most conservation
strategies support the idea of a ”good and untouched” wilderness that needs to
be restored under fearful museum-like logics that still reinforce the traditional
dichotomy between Nature and Culture.

The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is Australia´s most celebrated ecosystem.
Declared a World Heritage Area in 1981 and described by UNESCO as the “most
spectacular maritime scenery in the world”, the idyllic, pristine and fragile
ecosystem hosts a constellation of visible and invisible technologies that operate
in the backstage of the “natural spectacle”. The Great Barrier Reef “wilderness” is
a designed environment in which floating platforms,
patrolling robots, tourist resorts, research laboratories, legal and illegal fishing
boats, coal transport vessels, environmental activist-centres, diving schools and
military bases co-exist. This network of actors shape, manage, study, extract,
survey and consume the reef in a non-coordinated manner both physically and
virtually. Extreme weather events, water temperature changes, water
acidification and pollution, link local threats of coral reefs to globalised capitalist
logics. The spectacular vanishing of colour in the reef’s recent coral bleaching
events, speaks to governmental and private interests as well as to collective and
individual sensibilities. As fast as the stunning colours disappear from the oceans,
infinite online catalogues allow these species to spread and populate thousands
of domestic aquariums. Endless coral species can instantly fulfil human desire of
exotic possession. An intricate global coral trading network has taken the role of
commercially atomizing the colourful landscapes into controlled encapsulated
individual commodities. Coral has become global.
The Factory for Hyper-Ecologies is an experimental design studio that invites
participants to design a multiscalar architectural proposal (urban, building and
human scale) in the Great Barrier Reef. Students will design a building or a series
of buildings that will investigate present and future programmatic synergies for
the interaction, consumption, study, production, management and/or growth of
coral communities.
The course is a speculative interrogation about the capacity of Architecture to
respond to contemporary environmental challenges. Students will explore the
possibility of a pro-active ecology-preservation that waives denser, more
articulated relationships between scientific research, fishing industry, tourism,
natural management, human, non-humans, technology, environment and
aesthetics.
Speculative Harbouring: reflections on a two-day transdisciplinary workshop
Dr Susanne Pratt (Faculty of Transdisciplinary Innovation (University of
Technology Sydney) and Dr Kate Johnston (Department of Gender and Cultural
Studies/ Sustainable Fish Lab, University of Sydney)

How might we better care for, and with, the harbour? What modes of
transdisciplinary practice, within and outside academia, including art and
activism, might best support this care-work? These were driving questions for the
Sustaining the Seas conference's postgraduate workshop, Speculative Harbouring,
held in Blackwattle Bay in September, designed by Dr Kate Johnston and Dr
Susanne Pratt. This paper will reflect on the transdisciplinary aspects of this two
day walkshop/workshop in which a “Speculative Harbouring” experimental field
guide was produced by postgraduate students. Through tangible practices of
making, alongside critical questioning, the workshop created space to engage
with some of the less cared for aspects of Sydney Harbour, from the microscopic
underworld to the often-obscured cultural layers.
The genre of the field guide was loosely employed, and critiqued, to question
privileged perspectives and ways of sensing. Prior to the creation of the guide,
each participant was invited to draw on their disciplinary expertise and share a
method for observing matters of care in Blackwattle Bay. This paper will suggest
that by sharing our different disciplinary modes in relation to a tangible thing,
which we were constructing together (a field guide), we had an expansive
engagement with, and conversations about what Blackwattle Bay was, is and
could be. Alongside walking with, and learning from, Blackwattle Bay
interlocutors, the speculative guide enabled us to open a conversation about
ecological and social justice futures. It encouraged us to consider how to think
about, and harbour, a future that incorporates human and more-than-human
justice.
Intergenerational, transdisciplinary science communication: A NZ Sustainable
Seas National Science Challenge Art and Science Research Project. Playing the
long game.
Ms Gabby O’Connor (PhD Candidate, Faculty of Creative Arts and Industries,
University of Auckland); Dr Alys Longley (Faculty of Creative Arts and Industries,
University of Auckland); Dr Karen Fisher (School of Environment, University of
Auckland); Dr Carolyn Lundquist (National Institute for Water and Atmosphere.
NZ); Dr Craig Stevens (National Institute for Water and Atmosphere, NZ).
A changing climate is creating challenges for everyone, from policy makers,
householders, through to the next generation considering their futures. Here I
examine the hypothesis that primary school-aged students can form the starting
point in a chain reaction of understanding that will provide enhanced outcomes

that benefit a range of stakeholders. This is achieved by introducing primary
school-aged children to high quality science, scientific concepts and scientists
early and personally. This leap is made possible by art. I will present work,
embedded in the National Science Challenges, that spans Antarctic sea ice field
camps to the flood-prone shores of a New Zealand community. . The approach
uses student-aided construction of art works in collaboration with scientists and
artists. A number of aspects emerge. (i) Siloes are removed and art is taught
alongside and with equal importance to science, geography, maths and history.
(ii) The approach reverses the top-down flow of knowledge so that the children
become ambassadors for their new-found knowledge and experiences,
communicating these to their family and communities. (iii) The approach is costeffective but requires patience. (iv) It needs to produce bona fide art and science.
Communication of science is fundamental at the start and end of the process.
Science is communicated to the students rather than taught. This will put the
science into context and provide a discussion for how local marine ecosystems
work and will be effected by a changing climate.
At the time of the conference, I would have recently completed 10-15 workshops
with up to 1500 school children in the Nelson/Tasman region in NZ. This
presentation will act as a status report for this research.
Southern Hemisphere Blues
Dr Meg Samuelson (Lecturer in English and Creative Writing
The University of Adelaide)
What does it mean to live in an overwhelmingly watery hemisphere? What
distinct ways of seeing have the blue expanses of the south elicited? What
aesthetics and politics have they evolved? In pursuing these questions, this paper
gathers some of its conceptual launching pads from Paul Gilroy’s formulation of
the ‘black Atlantic’ as a counter-culture of modernity forged in the crucible of
racial terror and articulated through black music forms, such as the blues. It then
follows Sharad Chari’s readings of toxic wastelands in the southern Indian Ocean
coastal city of Durban, South Africa, where the blues signify “life-that-survives”
and present “a critical aesthetics of inhabiting the embodied and material frailty
maintained by the ontologization of capital and biopolitics”. How might the “black
arts of survival” provide entry points for thinking through the Southern
Hemisphere, with its different hues of blue? I’ll open up this question through
discussion of literary texts from southern Africa, Indian Ocean islands and
Australia, considering how histories of the carceral archipelago, and of

indigeneity, settlement and genocide, thread through what Lindsay Bremner calls
the “fluid ontologies” of the southern Indian Ocean in ways that reckon with its
materiality rather than imagining it, pace Atlantic studies, as transport surface or
melancholic archive. The point will be to establish whether these more lively yet
precarious palettes of blue have elicited novel ways of thinking the mutual
vulnerability of human and ocean, and of opening practices of care that, in Joan
Tronto’s definition, seek to “maintain, continue, and repair our ‘world’ so that we
can live in it as well as possible”.

It is clear that change is inevitable, but the magnitude of the change is not and
everyone has a responsibility!

Abstracts: PARALLEL SESSION 6

The Art of Caring
Ms Nerea Ferrando Jorge (Honours student, BSc Environmental Science and
Sustainability, University of Glasgow)

PANEL: AQUATIC INTERVENTIONS

Our reliance on fossil fuels, particularly over the last few decades, is having
extreme impacts on ocean health. Ocean warming is driving mass coral bleaching
and marine scientists around the world are trying to save this vital ecosystem. It's
not just the fight to save these marine habitats and millions of species, but also its
important for our own health, way of life, and security.

This paper presents the material-driven research of the Buoyant Ecologies
project, an ongoing, transdisciplinary, and collaborative research platform that
brings together architects, marine ecologists, fabricators, and public agencies to
develop innovative strategies for designing and constructing ecologically sensitive
waterfront structures. Conversations about marine ecology and coastal resilience
often begin with large scale, “macro” infrastructural strategies or systemic
changes; this project begins instead with the creative provocation that the
“micro” scale of material logics and fabrication techniques can be a locus for
developing new approaches to ecologically responsible design. The focus is on
biofouling—the unchecked growth of barnacles and other invertebrates on hard
surfaces like boat bottoms, docks, and other waterfront structures—and how this
phenomenon can be managed, optimized, and ultimately leveraged for the
benefit of the surrounding ecosystem.
The material research consists of designing, prototyping, and testing floating
structures using customized fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite substrates
(commonly known as fiberglass). The intent is to develop high-performance
envelopes that, through variation in their topography, are optimized to provide a
range of scalar habitats for marine life (both animals and plants). These habitats
bolster the food web and help to enhance the biodiversity of the surrounding
ecosystem, and their controlled growth has the potential to produce large
“sponges” that can serve as wave-attenuating structures that help mitigate
coastal erosion, a growing effect of sea level rise. Fiberglass, commonly used in
marine applications, offers several advantages that make it ideal for this purpose:

Nevertheless, despite the growing scientific evidence, convincing the public to act
has proven to be a disheartening and frustrating challenge. To penetrate through
this hardwiring, artistic expressions can make a difference by bringing the
evidence in a format that the public can relate to and understand. After all, art
does not show people what to do, but by engaging with it in a personal level, it
offers a way to make the environmental issuesfelt. And this felt may spur to
thinking, and even to action, overcoming the numbing effect created by the
overwhelming load of information we are faced with today.
In this case, this art piece can influence viewers to appreciate the fragile beauty of
our endangered coral reef ecosystems and it can help raise awareness about the
large-scale mortality events that we are causing worldwide. Eventually, through
this personal engagement, it could promote support and participation in
conservation efforts.
Given her degrees in Environmental Science and Fine Arts, this young artist finds
creative ways to join Art and Science to help visualize environmental issues and
help bring about change.

Buoyant Ecologies Float Lab: Material Logics for Sea Level Rise Adaptation
Adam Marcus (A/Prof Architecture, California College of the Arts)

it is entirely resistant to corrosion, structurally robust, and easily customizable
with the use of digitally fabricated formwork.
The paper describes the structure of the research collaboration, its incorporation
into the architectural curriculum at California College of the Arts in San Francisco,
and the integrated design-to-fabrication workflows that facilitate communication
between designers, marine ecologists from the Benthic Lab at Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories, and FRP fabricators at Kreysler & Associates. The paper
discusses how the proof-of-concept success of early prototypes of the ecological
substrate has informed the design and construction of the Float Lab, a 5m by 3m
floating structure that will facilitate further development of these material
strategies. The Float Lab, currently in fabrication and scheduled for completion in
August 2017, will incorporate the ecological substrate on both the bottom and
top sides (to test the potential for encouraging ecological activity above water),
and it will include attachment points for the suspension of future prototypes and
wave-attenuation experiments. The Float Lab’s scalable design, modular logic,
and use of reusable molds also anticipates more extensive future configurations
and deployments that may open up new opportunities for human habitation in
concert with the non-human ecologies that catalyzed the research.
The presentation will consist of an overview of the project and a description of
the design and fabrication process of the Buoyant Ecologies Float Lab. Images and
video footage will play a significant role in describing the research. It also may be
possible to bring a small prototype of the fiber-reinforced polymer substrate to
the conference.
Geopolitics of Reef Urbanism
Dr Amaia Sanchez-Velasco (School of Architecture, University of Technology
Sydney); Gonzalo Valiente (Faculty of Design, Architecture and Building,
University of Technology Sydney); Jorge Valiente Faculty of Design, Architecture
and Building, University of Technology Sydney)
Global warming implies planetary environmental threats. Pollution, extreme
weather events and changes in water quality threaten oceanic ecologies on a
global scale. Coral reefs are particularly affected by these conditions. In more
than 50 countries, the construction of underwater structures replicates coral reef
functions blurring the traditional dichotomy between nature and artifice through
the transformation of

oceanic landscapes.
South Korea is a world leader in reef construction. Since 1971, government and
private corporations have invested in the construction of a constellation of reefs
around the Korean coastline that spreads across 210.000 hectares of seabed; an
equivalent area of 3.5 times the area of Seoul. Along the Northern Limit Line (NLL)
between North and South Korea, the South Korean government has constructed
and immersed more than eighty steel reef-domes designed to host marine
species but also to cut fishing nets and combat the use of illegal fishing licenses
and techniques by Chinese and North Korea commercial vessels. This underwater
metropolis is traced mirroring the Korean military demarcation land constructed
across the peninsula between the two countries.
Focusing on the environmental, geopolitical, economic and social impact of
Korean reef construction, this paper investigates the role of present underwater
reef urbanism and speculates about possible sustainable futures for oceanic
productive landscapes that engage with global oceanic complexities of the age of
Anthropocene.
All Rhodes lead to Rome
Ms Clare Nicholson (Artist/ PhD Candidate, UNSW Art and Design, University of
New South Wales)
My paper addresses the legacy of epigenetic xenobiotic contamination of land
and marine systems that imprint upon the maternal body.

The Rhodes Peninsula was once an area of significant beauty. However, from
1928 – 1986 the area was used for chemical manufacturing, including the deadly
defoliant Agent Orange, produced by Union Carbide.
The dioxin by-product of Agent Orange was dumped into the wetlands and
mangroves around Homebush Bay, and spewed into the Parramatta River.
Despite one of Australia’s largest, most complex and expensive land remediation
projects, the “playground” of Sydney Harbour and its waterways remains
contaminated, causing the ongoing ban of commercial fishing.
Environmental epigenetics is a line of inquiry that considers the ability of
environmental influences to impress upon the permeable body, altering gene
expression. Epigeneticists are particularly interested in “maternal-foetal
programming” - how detrimental exposures by the mother during pregnancy can
induce long-lasting, transferable epigenetic changes in her unborn child, leading
to childhood and adult disease.
Increasingly there is an onus of responsibility placed on mothers to manage and
control their gestational environments. However, in light of epigenetic xenobiotic
insult within our land and aquatic ecosystems, instructing women to manage the
embodiment of molecular hazardous toxins is absurd. Instead, the focus needs to
be on the urgent care of our land and waterways, in the hope of protecting both
the environment and its inhabitants across the generations.
Clare Nicholson. Toxic Bloom, 2017. Hydrostone cement, ballistic gel, pigment,
steel, paint, LED. H171 x W57 x D52.
Installed on an industrial ‘plinth’ and entombed within a concrete womb, an
orange ballistic gel full-term foetus recoils in a complicated breech position. The
baby’s body has congenital deformities, and its skin pitted with holes. A hidden
light illuminates the concrete uterine vault via the cervix, causing the infant to
glow. A wilted Ceylon spinach - the staple food in Vietnam, is carved into the
exterior wall of the uterus.
Toxic Bloom references the man-made environmental toxicity of the chemically
contaminated land and seascapes of Rhodes, NSW as a stand-in visual vignette
regarding the human and ecological devastation left behind from the Vietnam
War.

PANEL: MARINE COMMUNITIES
Engaging the ocean community - is citizen science redefining our approach to
marine monitoring?

Dr Lucy Buxton (Global Student Recruitment & Mobility, University of
Sydney)
The ocean is a dynamic system that requires millions of observation points to fully
understand the very complex marine ecosystem. Pressures on the marine
environment continue to grow, and in order to better evaluate the health of the
world’s oceans, researchers need significantly more data than is currently being
collected. Traditional oceanography is restricted to large and expensive research

ships where only a few samples may be taken at a time. Furthermore, the tools
necessary to study, explore, and understand the ocean are often inaccessible to
the vast majority of ocean users.
Volunteer monitoring has contributed for many years to diverse fields ranging
from astronomy to medicine and is now a growing resource in marine science
involving renowned international research institutions such as The Australian
Museum, NOAA and Woods Hole. Citizen science projects involve nonprofessionals taking part in crowdsourcing, data analysis, and data collection and
is a growing trend in our increasingly “crowdsourced” world.
There are increasing anthropogenic pressures on the world’s oceans, coupled
with global cutbacks in government research funds. Can citizen science offer an
elegant solution to solving the lack of global data collection? This talk will discuss
some of the current trends and opportunities in oceanographic citizen science
projects, and draw on the speakers first-hand experience participating in Ocean
Sailing Microbial Observations (OSMO) while on a 6,000 nautical mile ocean
crossing.
Asian-Australian Cultures of Fishing Abstract
Ms Colette Fontaine (Honours Student, School of Geography, University of
Wollongong)
Recreational fishing is one of the most popular recreational activities in Australia.
At the same time, in the context of the sustainability of oceans, the practices of
recreational fishers are increasingly coming under the scrutiny of management
authorities. The majority of research into recreational fishing has focused on
recreational fishers from Anglo-European backgrounds. Little attention has been
paid to the fishing practices of ethnic minorities living in Australia. The aim of the
research is to gain an understanding of the environmental knowledge of AsianAustralian recreational fishers, by investigating three questions. First, what are
the ideas, skills and materials that sustain the fishing practices of Asian-Australian
recreational fishers? Second, what is the relationship between fishing practices
and understandings of individual and collective identities? Third, what
implications arise from a better understanding of Asian-Australian recreational
fishers’ practices for fisheries management? A mixed methods qualitative
approach was used, including a series of semi-structured interviews and
participant observation of male recreational fishers, from a range of Asian

ancestral heritages. Three themes emerged during the analysis. Firstly, care as a
practice, and the politics of care, specifically, who and what is cared for when
fishing. Secondly, recreational fishing and the politics of sustainability, and the
dilemmas of commercial fishing. Thirdly, the convergence and conflict between
the portrayals of Asian fishers according to Asian and non-Asian fishers. The
project outcomes will assist in informing future recreational fishing research and
managing recreational fishers.
Free fish heads: A sensory ethnographic following of Auckland’s affective food
initiatives
Ms Emma L Sharp (PhD Candidate, School of Environment | University of
Auckland)
Situated in a broader context of exploitative and poorly managed global fishing
‘industry’ practices, here I storytell an ethnography of fish heads. The alternative
food initiative ‘Free Fish Heads’ performs multiple political projects when
recreational fishers remove fish from the sea for free, remove the fillets, and
reserve the fish carcasses to other give to participants. By connecting strangers
online to exchange the waste-and-delicacy of fish heads and frames, ‘Free Fish
Heads’ connects diverse social groups.
Methodologically, I more-than-follow (Goodman 2016) these fish heads that have
relations and entanglements as: lively biological commodities; a cultural
indulgence; gifts; and, a symbol of marine conservation efforts in New Zealand
waters (and beyond). The ethnography of this study sits on the boundary of
participatory action research. It advocates for the cultivation of socially and
ethically embedded alternative food practices, by co-producing knowledge and
experience, and by revealing the politics of affect and effect in displacing a
conventional food (non)system. Also revealed and represented in these fish
heads, are the constructions of my experience based on researcher relationalities
and subjectivities, and my “learning to be affected” (Latour, 2004, 206).
This study speaks to the political embodiment of an ethic of care and a geography
of hope, and of possibilities of doing otherwise in the world. It illustrates how new
understandings of participants, food and self in alternative food research consider
not only the intellectual arguments presented in response to our politics, but also
the emotive and visceral narratives with which they are manifest. This paper
considers: alternative methodologies, affective forms of representation, a diverse

economies approach to fish ‘exchange’, and non-normative understandings of fish
‘parts’ as food, through a reflexive, more-than-following approach. I will present
this study in traditional representative ways as well as non-representative ways,
engaging sensory means that reflect the commitment of a ‘more-than-following’
of fish.
References
Goodman, M. (2016). Food geographies I: Relational foodscapes and the busyness of being more-than-food. Progress in Human Geography, 40(2), 257–266.
Latour, B. 2004 How to Talk About the Body? The Normative Dimension of
Science Studies. Body and Society, 10 (2/3)
Probing the socio-cultural depths of nature conservation conflicts in Irish and
Scottish island communities
Dr Ruth Brennan (Centre for Environmental Humanities, School of Histories and
Humanities Trinity College)
The relationships of people with their marine environment are dynamic, multilayered and inherently complex and call for expression through socio-cultural and
artistic (as well as economic) perspectives. This research asked questions about
the deeper nature of conservation conflicts in two Gaelic-speaking island
communities – one in Ireland and one in Scotland. Both communities have
actively opposed decision-making processes of government bodies who remit is
to protect aspects of the natural environment in which the island people live. On
both islands, the fishers believed that their livelihoods and ways of living were
being threatened by powerful institutions who were not listening to them. On
Barra (Outer Hebrides, Scotland), the dispute centred around the Scottish
Government’s designation of a marine protected area in the Sound of Barra, off
the coast of the island. On Arranmore (Donegal, Ireland), the dispute related to
the Irish Government’s moratorium on drift-net fishing for salmon, and the
impact of this on the islanders’ ability to fish with nets in their local waters. An
art-science collaboration researching these conflicts produced a short book
(Dùthchas na Mara/Dúchas na Mara/ Belonging to the Sea) which identified the
role which ‘dùthchas/dúchas’ (a particular Gaelic expression of a feeling
universally potential in human beings: the sense of belonging to a homeplace,
and of responsibility for that place) plays within the two communities. More indepth research was carried out on Barra, where visual participatory methods
were used to understand what 'conservation' meant for the islanders and to find

ways of connecting the worldviews of decision-makers with the marine
environment lived and experienced by the islanders. A radical reimagining of
relationships, over time, between key actors within the Sound of Barra
communities, Marine Scotland and Scottish Natural Heritage, created a space and
a process to enable the values, worldviews and ways of knowing and doing of the
Sound of Barra communities to be articulated. This presentation offers an
immersive journey into the social relations attached to landscape and seascape in
Arranmore (Ireland) and Barra (Scotland). It provides insights into a variety of
ways in which coastal and marine spaces are conceptualised. It responds to
growing calls for the articulation and consideration of different value systems and
socio-cultural relations attached to landscape and seascape in shaping natural
resource management decisions and participatory resource governance.
Vibrant matter(s), Fish, Fishing, Conservation and Community in North Korea
and its neighbours
Dr Robert Winstanley-Chesters (College of Asia and the Pacific, Australian
National University)
North Korea’s topographies have long been harnessed in support of its politics, its
maritime infrastructures historically serving politico-developmental narratives,
forging new ‘socialist’ landscapes and geo-political connections. Little
consideration has been given to the wider ‘web of life’ within these landscapes.
This paper therefore considers North Korea’s physical and anthropological terrain
as an assemblage of participants, what Jane Bennett has termed ‘vibrant’ matter,
using Sindo Island at the mouth of the Amnok River as a case study. 1976 saw
new landscapes of community, development and extraction emerging from the
estuary as a cooperative was formed from coastal communities elsewhere. Sindo
however slipped off Pyongyang’s developmental radar becoming a marginal, halfremembered site, its landscape degrading through institutional neglect, over
fishing and climate change. The paper examines mitigative strategies and
practices of other fishing communities in neighbouring nations such as Gageodo
in South Korea, Slavyanka in the Russian Federation and Tong Shui Gou in China.
The paper also considers’ North Korea’s own strategies for the management of
fish and aquaculture resources, especially politically local conceptions of
conservation and preservation. With all of these in mind the paper explores how
North Korean citizens, both human and non-human as well as its institutions
might conceive of and negotiate their places at historical, geo-political, regional

and local scales, (re)constructing new forms of maritime ‘informal life politics’ and
‘vibrant matter’ in a North Korea of permanent transition.

Abstracts: FILM
During breaks participants can view a selection of video contributions at a video
station in Seminar 107 (NLS SEM 107).
Catching...the harbour
Ms Robyn Backen (Artist/ Lecturer Sydney College of the Arts)
Catching...the harbour is the unique collaboration of scientist and artist that
investigates fish, fishing and Sydney Harbour. From foreshore, waterline and
harbour depths Catching...the harbour delves into historic and contemporary
Aboriginal fishing in Sydney Harbour; marine resources and biodiversity; physical
and poetic synergies of science, art and history. Catching...the harbour is a
collaborative project between Robyn Backen and Australian Museum.
Credits: Robyn Backen - Artist, Curator/ Project Manager - John Kirkman, Senior
Anthropologist - Val Attenbrow, Ichthyologist - Brooke Carson-Ewert, Media - Josh
Raymond, Sound - Minit and Doug Cato.
Clyde Reflections
Dr Ruth Brennan (Centre for Environmental Humanities, School of Histories and
Humanities Trinity College) and Mr Stephen Hurrel (Artist)
Clyde Reflections is a meditative, cinematic experience based on the marine
environment of the Firth of Clyde on the west coast of Scotland. It was funded by
the 2013 Imagining Natural Scotland initiative which was created to 'explore the
interplay between the natural world and its representation, and promote deep
collaboration and knowledge exchange between the creative and scientific
sectors.’
Produced by artist Stephen Hurrel and social ecologist Ruth Brennan, the film
features underwater and microscopic footage, combined with voice recordings of

seven people who have a close relationship with, or specialist understanding of,
the Firth of Clyde. These include a retired fisherman, a marine biologist, a diver, a
marine conservationist, a spiritual leader and a physical oceanographer.
Brennan conducted unstructured interviews around a series of themes with these
individuals, recorded by Hurrel, with a focus on what the individuals perceived to
be ‘natural’ and ‘not natural’ in the Firth of Clyde. Led by Hurrel, both worked
together to combine the documentary-style approach of the interview stage with
a more ambient, meditative and poetic rendering of the material.
By engaging with people who connect deeply with their environment, Clyde
Reflections presents a multi-perspective representation of a particular marine
area in order to challenge a simplistic representation of this environment. The
film provides a creative example of how 'landscape' is not a fixed entity, or
separate from people, but is dynamic in terms of its socio-ecological properties as
well as how it can be perceived.
The objective of Clyde Reflections is to open up space for contemplation by
reflecting the unfixed, shifting nature of relationships between people and place.
The art-science collaborative process is described in-depth at
http://www.sams.ac.uk/ruth-brennan/clyde-reflections-pdf. The film can be
viewed online at http://vimeo.com/89793693. It was installed at the Gallery of
Modern Art, Glasgow, from May-July 2015.
Pacific Aquarium
Rania Ghosn (Assistant Professor, School of Architecture and Planning,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology/ founder of Earth Design) and El Hadi
Jazairy (founder of Earth Design)
Pacific Aquarium responds to the pressing concerns of ecology and economy in
the Pacific Ocean in a series of 9 projects. Each project constructs a section of a
world in which the externalities of resource exploitation and climate change are
weaved into spatial scales, temporalities, and species beyond the human.
Credits: Rania Ghosn, El Hadi Jazairy, Reid Fellenbaum, Ya Suo, Jia Weng, Shuya
Xu, Saswati Das, with initial contributions from Rixt Woudstra.
Video: Lex Agnew
http://www.design-earth.org/projects/pacific-aquarium/

Praise Song for Oceania
Dr Craig Santos Perez (Department of English, University of Hawaii)
This film version of “Praise Song of Oceania” was created by Hawaiian filmmaker
Justyn Ah Chong. In 2017, it was screened at the Guam International Film Festival
and the Transoceanic Visual Exchange (Australia & Barbados).
Subatlantic
Ms Ursula Biemann (Artist, writer, and video essayist)
..."That aside, taking an eco-feminist position in her curatorial essay for Ocean
After Nature, Feldman asserts that “Many of our current problems were
developed by capitalist patriarchy built on the foundation of governing women,
others and nature”.[3] Appropriate then is her inclusion of Subatlantic by Swiss
video essayist Ursula Biemann, who presents a potential future in human–ocean
interactions. Biemann’s envisioned world is structured around the story of a
female scientist who undertakes close observational research at the edge of a
sea. Delicate footage (devoid of humans) witnesses watery communities. Onscreen statements tend towards the educational, informing us that “intense cohabitation can only unhinge new thought processes”. The work provides a posthuman approach to the oceanic sublime, situating the immense mystery of the
ocean in the minutiae of its lively and constantly shifting connections. Biemann
creates an optimistic future where humans no longer dominate environments and
have evolved ways of living in close attunement with the world.” …
Submerge: the Coming Community
Ms Carolyn Lewens (Artist and freelance curator)
Carolyn’s works are a mixture of the literal and the phenomenal. They
problematise the digital through the uncanny of the analogue and broadly
canvass ideas at work in cultural and scientific explanations of the Universe and
natural processes involving light, such as photosynthesis. Exploring time and
scale, her focus on light and darkness, ecologies of water and the evolution of life
use light-based processes. Her style involves a uniquely crafted aesthetic that
aims to present complex concepts in an engaging yet provocative way.
She combines pre-photographic processes with post-photographic concerns.
Referencing solar abundance, the potential of light and life is fundamental

through her method of image production. She describes her work as
photosynthetic, as the result of exploring ideas and futuristic associations through
her use of ‘drawing’ with light and shadows in ‘blueprints’ (an early photographic
technique - the cyanotype, and origin of the term blueprint as a plan for future
realisation). Seeking to unravel perceived truths and invisible realities, whether
referencing effects of Climate Change on aquatic communities, science or science
fiction, her work speculates on the unseen - what might be ‘out there’ in
spacetime or down in the oceanic depths, and questions what it means to be
alive.

Abstracts: ARTWORK
Artworks on display in the foyer outside of Lecture Theatre 101 (NLS LT 101).
Photosynthetic and Phototrophic
Ms Carolyn Lewens (Artist and freelance curator)
These works have evolved from ‘wild’ beginnings as solar cyanotype photograms,
indexical traces of the presence and absence of light made on light-sensitive
surfaces. Referencing aquatic environments and elemental processes, these
images are blueprints of coming communities of imagined ‘Sea Create_ures’ They
speculate on what might exist in the depths of the global ocean or evolve in
photic zones and offer mixed messages in the context of the global ocean under
considerable climate change.
Sunlight permeates the works through metaphors of photosynthesis and
bioluminescence as a living light. Yet images are constructed equally by the
masking of shadows of the objects and materials placed on light-sensitive
surfaces and so also resonate with notions of (environmental) loss.
Photosynthetic forms appear in this remix of the natural and the unnatural, the
sensate and the coded and evoke a fascination with potentiality. Displacement of
analogue physicality into digital immateriality parallels processes in the natural
world. Photogrammic forms are ‘unstilled’ through ghosting and ephemerality,
‘thickened’ through long exposure and mediation, ultimately ‘unsettling’ by an

unfolding of real fictions. They offer sites for re-interpretation, truths of art
different to those of science.
I am Phytoplankton
Ms Kassandra Bossell (Artist/ MFA student UNSW Art and Design)
Work to accompany presentation I am Phytoplankton.
Speculative Harbouring
Natali Jane Pearson (PhD Candidate in the Museum and Heritage Studies);
Caitlin Fargher (multi-disciplinary artist/ Honours in Fine Arts at UNSW Art and
Design); Jamaya Masters (Honours in Gender and Cultural Studies, University of
Sydney), Bernadette Smith (Artist, Sydney College of the Arts), Dr. Mark elliotranken (Artist), Kassandra Bossell (Artist/ Masters candidate in Fine Arts at
UNSW Art and Design); Joseph McDonald (Honours in Government and
International Relations, BA Law, University of Sydney); Daren Shi Chi Leung (PhD
Candidate in Gender and Cultural Studies at the University of Sydney); Kate
Eager (Honours in Geography, University of Sydney); Christine Winter (PhD
candidate, Sydney Environment Institute, University of Sydney); Louisa King
(lecturer in landscape architecture at University Technology Sydney and PhD
candidate at RMIT University), Professor Jakelin Troy (Ngarigu of the Snowy
Mountains, Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Research in the Office of the
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research), University of Sydney).
Work to accompany field guide and presentation. Selection of work by
Speculative Harbouring team:
Factories of Hyper Ecologies (Great Barrier Reef)
Organised by Dr Amaia Sanchez-Velasco (School of Architecture, University of
Technology Sydney)
Work to accompany presentation by University of Technology Sydney students.

FIELDTRIPS

The conference includes a variety of field trips which explore Sydney’s marine
food & ecological systems including a harbour tour on board the Indigenous
enterprise, the Tribal Warrior.
Sunday 10th December – Morning Coastal Foraging Tour
This field trip focuses on seaside resources along the spectacular coastline at
Clovelly, on the Bondi-Coogee Coastal Walk. Two well-known Sydney foragers,
Diego Bonetto and Oliver Brown, will guide us through a range of forageable
species and delve into discussions about foraging ethics, government regulation,
history, cultural practice, public resource rights and obligations, sustainable use,
and other issues of the stewardship of urban coastal commons.
Resources covered include a variety of plants; introduced and native, from the
unusual to the cosmopolitan 'weeds', the protected and the despised. We will
move out to the rocky shore and the problematic issue of seaweed foraging –
banned other than in limited circumstances by regulations which foragers must
work around. Finally, we will discuss shellfish foraging, an almost non-existent
contemporary pursuit, but one with a rich archaeological history and an
interesting future. Again, this occurs in a complicated context of regulation,
culture, ecology and ethics.
Full price $60 per person
Student / Unwaged $45 per person
Sunday 10th December – Afternoon harbour tour with Edwiner Tanner from the
Sydney Institute for Marine Sciences (SIMS)
Sydney Harbour is a tide dominated, drowned valley estuary, formed
approximately 10,000 years ago when the sea level rose. It is 30km long, 2km
wide, occupies about 48km2 and has a volume of 540,600ML. Its catchment of
480km2 supports a population of nearly 5 million people. Sydney Harbour
supports a diversity of organisms rarely matched elsewhere. It is also home to a
number of endangered species and ecological communities. Sydney Harbour is
also a major economic driver of the city.
Marine scientist Edwina Tanner will take us to six sites across the harbour and
along the Parramatta and Lane Cove River. The sites represent the fantastic

biodiversity we find in the harbour, and also highlight challenges that the harbour
is facing today. They are also sites of remediation activities and scientific
research. We will stop at Chowder Bay and take a tour of the Sydney Institute of
marine Sceince (SIMS) discovery centre. The Sydney Institute of Marine Science
was founded in 2006 as a partnership between the four main universities in
Sydney to foster collaboration. At the discovery centre we will take a virtual tour
under the harbour and have a more in depth look at its various habitats.
$60 AUD per person
Tuesday 12th December –Tribal Warrior (Conference ‘Canape’ Dinner)
An evening on board the Indigenous enterprise, the Tribal Warrior. The boat will
wind its way through the harbour at sunset stopping at several significant sites.
We will also hear from knowledge holders about fishing techniques, watercraft,
and the significance of the harbor for the Garigal people of the Eora nation. While
on board we will eat from a selection of Indigenous foods, including local rock
oysters. Drinks will be available for purchase onboard.
$85 AUD per person
Tuesday 12th and Wednesday 13th December – early morning Sydney Fish Market
tour
Sydney Fish Market (SFM) is the largest seafood market in the Southern
Hemisphere, and the third largest in the world by variety of fish sold. Of the
world's major fish markets, it is unique in combining wholesale auctions and retail
throughout the day. It is a hub where culture, history, tourism, regulation,
ecology, and economics determine lively exchanges. Alex, guide and recreational
fisher with a wealth of marine, trade and regulatory knowledge, will take a small
group of people behind the scenes to visit the auction floor.
$35 AUD per person

